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Introduction 

When it comes to relationships, communication and connection…  

 

      Why is it that some couples are closer and more connected than others?  

 

      Why is it that some couples seem to be able to have open, honest, 

heartfelt communication and conversations almost all the time and other 

couples don’t? 

 

      Why is it that some couples communicate with each other in a way that 

actually draws the two of them closer together instead of further apart? 

Why is it that some couples seem to be able to talk about even the most 

difficult topics without a heated argument erupting, a war-of-words breaking 

out or one or both of them withdrawing or retreating…and some couples 

can’t? 

And finally—why is it that some couples can communicate in a way that 

each feels listened to and understood, while other couples seem to live in a 

constant state of frustration with one another? 

One big reason is the quality of their communication.  Specifically, it’s 

the words they use when they talk to each other--and the intention and 

beliefs underneath those words that can determine whether they connect 

with and understand each other or they don’t.  
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Communication is the life the breath of a relationship or marriage. 

Research has shown over and over that the most frequent problem for 

unhappy couples is poor communication.  

It’s sad, but the truth is that most couples never learn how to 

communicate with one another in ways that make them feel loved, 

appreciated, honored and cherished.  

The Biggest Relationship Problem… 
 

All you have to do to understand why so many relationships and 

marriages end in separation or divorce is to listen to the words people use 

when they communicate with each other.  

Their communication is frequently filled with put-downs, contempt, 

assumptions, accusations, and defensiveness—which escalate as each one 

adds to it—and there’s usually no clear way out of it. 

But it doesn’t have to be this way. 

 

      As we think about our own relationship and the relationships of other 

couples who seem to be really close and connected (even after many years 

of being together), one thing leaps out as the common denominator. 

 It’s almost as if there’s a secret language or way that close and 

connected couples communicate their words to each other in ways that are 

not known or used by unhappy couples.  

The truth is that there is no secret language! Each and every person in 

a relationship (and single) has access to the same words—but the trick is to 

become aware of what they are and actually use them. 

We call these words “Magic Relationship Words” and they resulted from 

our work with hundreds of people in our Relationship Breakthrough Coaching 

practice, as well as what we’ve seen work in our own relationship to keep it 

passionate, alive, healthy and vibrant over the years.  

Not only are these words the subject of this book but they are also the 

true difference-makers that will determine the quality, happiness and 

connection of not just your intimate relationship or marriage but all your 

other relationships as well.  

What makes these magic relationship words so different from other 

“normal” words is that when you use them, in the ways that we show you, 

they help create an environment for deeper openness, love and 

understanding between the two of you. 

 

      Please understand that if you haven’t been using these words up until 
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now, we’re not suggesting there’s anything wrong with you or your 

communication. 

But if you’ve been mystified after a fight or a misunderstanding with 

someone when you thought you had been clear or if you or your partner just 

keep saying the “wrong” things to each other and you end up feeling alone, 

upset and misunderstood most of the time—these words, phrases and 

sentences can open the door to a miracle happening. 

These magic words can help you create the kind of communication and 

relationships you’ve been wanting. 

If you use these words in the ways that we’re about to show you, you’ll 

see dramatic, immediate improvement in the quality of your communication 

and your relationships with the people who are important to you. 

Does this mean that if you use these words, you will automatically get 

your way? 

No—but it does mean that you and the other person will be more open 

to reaching an understanding with one another and even a solution to any 

situation with no more stonewalling, defensiveness or unending fights. 

 

The communication mindset that makes all the difference 
in your relationship…  

“Magic Words” Mindset 

Before we share with you the magic words, we have to back up a little 

and talk about your mindset. 

If you’ve had problems with communication, we’re going to take a wild 

stab at what your mindset might look like at the time… 

 You felt exasperated or completely confused about the situation 

 Your predominant attitude was: “I’m right--You’re wrong”  

 You remained withdrawn, cautious, guarded and closed 

 You wanted some revenge for something 

 You were critical or even had contempt for the other person 

 

      While you may have believed and continued to do so that you were 

completely justified to have these attitudes, nothing will change if you keep 

your focus pointed in that direction. 
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If you really want to be successful in changing your communication, you 

have to adopt a magic words mindset. 

Here’s what a magic words mindset is… 

 Your heart is open and you want what’s best for yourself as well 

as what’s best for the other person 

 You stay open to hearing and understanding a different point of 

view (that doesn’t mean you have to agree with it or adopt it) 

 You open to the possibility that you can find a way to understand 

each other 

 You remember that you love this person 

 You stop the untrue stories that swirl around in your head 

 

This magic words mindset is NOT giving in and losing you. It’s actually 

opening yourself to becoming a stronger, happier, more confident you.  

To get yourself in this magic words mindset, start by breathing, moving 

your attention inside you to your heart area instead of where it usually is--in 

your head--and let go of trying to control the other person. 

 

When you use magic words, it’s not about control. It’s about opening to 

each other so that you can understand one another. 

 

How to say Magic words, phrases, questions and sentence- 
starters 

  

A big part of the magic words mindset is your tone of voice and your 

body language. If you’re saying these words (or any words) in a critical, 

angry, blaming tone, nothing will change. You will still keep getting the 

same result—which is probably not what you want. 

If you roll your eyes or your jaw is tight with teeth clenched, you are 

sending the message that you are not open and even contemptuous of him 

or her—no matter what words come out of your mouth. 

Right now, think about a recent time when you and your partner didn’t 

communicate very well.  As you’re thinking about this event, tune into 

yourself as you were in that instance to notice your body language and how 

you delivered your words.  

Pay attention to… 
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 Your tone of voice. Was it mocking, sarcastic, critical, 

condescending, sharp-- or inviting, open and kind? 

 Your body language (and we realize this may be difficult for you 

to determine without someone telling you.) Did you have a tight 

jaw or any other place in your body that you might have been  

holding and contracting? Did your rolling eyes give away your 

true feelings? 

What did you learn about yourself? 

As you become aware of what you might be doing to sabotage your 

communication, you’ll be able to deliberately stop doing those things that 

keep you separated and distant from your loved one. 

As you practice these magic relationship words, if you start to speak 

and you notice tightness in your body or your tone of voice seems “off,” 

take a moment to breathe and relax that part of your body before you 

finish. Remember to choose your tone of voice and your body language, as 

well as your words. 

A few words of caution— 

 Don’t finish these sentences and questions we’re about to share 

with blame statements. If you hear blame in what you say, 

apologize and let the other person know that is not your 

intention. 

 Choose a good time to say these magic words--not during the 

“big game” and not as your partner opens the door to go to or 

return home from work. If necessary, ask for some time when 

the two of you can talk alone—but don’t use an ominous tone of 

voice that can create dread in the other person.  

Are you manipulating if you use these words?  

Absolutely not! What you’re after is making some changes in yourself 

that will create more openness between the two of you. You are not just 

using a few catch phrases that will automatically make your partner do what 

you want.  

By using these words, phrases, questions and sentence-starters, 

accompanied by the right mindset, you are opening the door for more love, 

communication and understanding between the two of you. 

 
Here’s how to best use this material… 

 

      We’ve written each of the chapters in this book in the same short, 
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consistent format.  

 

       Each chapter has three distinct parts-- 

 

1. First, in bold print, we give you the magic word, phrase or sentence.  

 

2. Next, we explain or share why we think this particular word, sentence or 

phrase can work like “magic” for you in your relationship and… 

 

3. Finally, in each chapter, we give you an example of these words in action. 

These examples provide a context for how someone else has used these 

words to create more closeness and connection in his or her relationship and 

life so you can get an idea about how you might apply them to your 

situation.  

Because this is a downloadable book, you can read it from your 

computer screen but you’ll probably want to print it out. One thing we’ve 

found helpful is to get a three-ring binder and print the book on three-hole 

punch paper from any office supply store to make it easier to use the 

material.  

This way, you don’t have to be tied to your computer screen and you 

can read the book at your leisure. You can read it sitting in your favorite 

chair, in bed or can even be a part of your “bathroom library” with the 

short-chapter format.  

Read it from cover to cover or just open the book each day and choose 

one of the magic words at random to practice during that day. The key is to 

try them out and practice them. 

As you go through this information, you will get the most out of it if you 

ask yourself this question—“How can I use these words or these ideas 

in my life?”  

You might even want to keep a pen and notebook handy to make notes 

about how you could use these words to communicate and connect more 

deeply with the important people in your life. 

 

      This way, you’re not just reading a book; you’re actively working 

through it. This can make a big difference in how well you are able to 

integrate these ideas into your communication and life.  

 

      Most importantly, we suggest that you make a commitment to yourself 

to not just read the book and go through it—but actually commit to trying 

these ideas as quickly, and as often, as possible.  

We suggest that you practice the ones that resonate with you the most 

so they become a habit for you—and become automatic, especially when 

you need them the most. 
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If you are in a relationship and your partner is willing to go through the 

material with you, print out a copy for him or her and talk about how you 

would like to check in with each other along the way. 

Maybe you’d like to go through the book together at a certain time each 

day or week. Or maybe you decide to just try-out the words, phrases and 

sentences independently that appeal to each of you. 

Be sure you keep track of what brings you closer and congratulate 

yourselves when those magical times happen. 

When you notice some typical interaction changing for the better, you’ll 

generate more of those good feelings; you’ll build a deeper connection when 

you honor yourselves for the change.   

If you (by yourself or with your partner) start integrating these magic 

words into your conversations, relationships and life, we are totally 

convinced that they really can work like magic.  

 

      We know this because they have worked “like magic” for us and know 

that they can for you as well.  

It’s not about perfection… 
 

Are we “perfect” in our communication with each other and use these 

magic words all of the time? 

Of course not! We’re human, just like you, and get caught in our old 

communication patterns that separate us from time to time. 

What we have come to realize is that when we don’t use these magic 

words, there’s disconnection, upset and misunderstanding between us—and 

when we do, there’s more love, understanding and connection. 

That’s why we’re excited to share them with you! 

We know that it would be really tempting for you to look at these words, 

phrases, questions and sentence-starters and lightly skip over them, saying 

that there’s nothing new here—“I already know these words.” 

While these may not be “new” words, the ways that we are asking you 

to take them in and practice them in your life probably are “new” if you’re 

having communication challenges.  

So if you hear yourself saying “I know this already,” stop yourself and 

tell yourself to open to looking at the material in a new light. 

In each chapter, we talk about small, subtle shifts that truly can make a 

difference in the quality of your relationships—if you are open to it. 
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You might even notice some similarities among some of the words and 

phrases we share and some variations on certain themes.  

We have intentionally given you many choices, with different examples, 

so you can choose which ones best fit you and your situation—and that 

you’d like to try out. 

      We invite you to open to a different, more heart-felt way of 

communicating with those you love so that you can enjoy more of the love 

that we know is possible for you to have. 

 

All our love to you, 

Susie and Otto Collins 

 

 

  

 

.      

 
 

1.“I’ve noticed that __________.” 

 

The words, “I’ve noticed that” are magic relationship words, first of all 

because they’re coming from a place of observation and not blame. You’re 

simply noticing--and noticing is a much more powerful and neutral place for 

you to be instead of allowing your emotions to get the better of you. 

 They are also magical because using them to start a conversation is a 

way to bring the other person’s attention to a situation that you might want 

to shift, change or be different.  

There is a much greater chance for shift and change with words like 

these because the other person may actually stay open to you when you say 

them—instead of saying something that sounds like you are blaming him or 

her.  

If you use these words in this way, it will feel less blaming to your 

partner and he or she will feel that you are more open to listening and 

talking about solutions. 
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An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

Jennifer has been feeling lonely because her partner Mike has been 

working long hours away from home. She wants to feel connected with him 

and spend more time with him but doesn’t want to lay on the guilt to do it. 

Here’s what she says to him-- “I’ve noticed that I’m not feeling as close 

to you right now as I used to and I’m feeling sad about that. I know that 

you have to work these different shifts at your new job and I’m realizing 

that I miss not being with you as much in the evenings. Maybe you feel the 

same way.” 

Mike says he feels the same way and that he doesn’t know what to do 

about it. They talk about how they can change their schedules a bit to 

include time together every day—to connect for even 15 minutes.  

       

 

 

 
 

2.“I love you AND (rather than BUT) I want 
__________.” or “Yes, and _________.”  

     For the best possible communication and connection, we suggest that 

you use the word “AND” instead of “BUT” as much of the time as possible.  

     Whenever you say something and you add the word “BUT,” in the mind 

of the listener, it’s like you are disqualifying or eliminating anything said 

before the “BUT.” 

     These phrases can help you move beyond an either/or way of thinking. 

Too often we fall into thinking that things have to be one way or another-- 

my way or his or her way.  The space for multiple possibilities working out in 

a situation gets closed down.  And, consequently, one person falls into  the 

category of the “winner” while the other is the “loser” pertaining to the issue 

being discussed.    

     When you choose to use the word “AND,” you are adding on to what 

your partner is saying instead of contradicting, making him or her wrong 

and on the defensive. These phrases also indicate to your mate that you are 

open to possibilities and willing to find a way for both of your needs to be 
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met. You both get to be the winners as you find an inclusive solution and 

you move closer together.   

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

It seems like when it comes to making parenting decisions, Joann and 

Frank are always at odds with one another.  Raising teenagers can be tough. 

It seems that in their family, this is certainly the case.   

     The trouble is that arguments and hurt feelings between Joann and 

Frank tend to result over issues pertaining to their kids. Frank thinks that 

Joann is too easy on the kids and fears that they will make bad decisions 

because they don't have enough boundaries.   

     Joann wants the kids to have boundaries, but she believes that keeping 

communications open with them and creating a feeling of mutual respect is 

vital.  To Joann, Frank seems to be immovable and even dictatorial with the 

kids.  

     One evening Frank and Joann begin to talk about their relationship and 

about parenting. They are not currently in the middle of an argument so this 

is a more relaxed conversation than usual. Joann tells Frank, “I love you 

AND I believe we can find a way to parent our children as a team.”  This 

opening helps put them both at ease. 

     Seeing Joann’s openness, Frank stops himself from saying, “But how can 

we be a team when you always seem to think you’re right.” Instead he says, 

“Yes, and although we haven’t seen eye-to-eye about raising our kids, let’s 

find a way to come together on this.” 

     Because they both indicated their openness by using “and” instead of 

“but,” they were able to talk about some ground-rules for the kids they 

could agree on. 
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3.“Can you tell me more about _______?” 

Use this phrase to get curious about a situation in your relationship.  

This statement indicates to your partner that you are stepping out of a 

judging role and into one where you are eager to discover more about him 

or her. It might take some advance work on your part to truly come from a 

place of curiosity, but the connecting effects are worth it! 

     Don’t assume that you know what your partner is thinking, doing, saying 

or what he or she knows to be true. No matter how long you've been 

together, avoid the temptation to believe that you know all there is to know 

about your mate.  Before jumping to any conclusions-- especially those that 

trigger upset feelings for you-- ask and find out more information. 
 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

     Dave believes that his wife Marsha has been talking about a male co-

worker of hers more and more lately.  Her work friend, Larry, seems to be 

funny, creative and a successful businessperson-- at least from all that 

Marsha says.   
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All of this talk feels threatening to Dave and he's beginning to wonder if 

Marsha has a crush on Larry.  The thought of this possibility makes Dave 

sick to his stomach and he has stopped asking Marsha about her day at 

work.  In fact, he's avoiding many topics with Marsha lately. He can't seem 

to stop his jealous mind. 

     One day Dave decides that he's tired of feeling fearful and worrying.  He 

goes within himself and realizes that he really doesn't know for sure that 

Marsha has a crush on or any romantic feelings at all for Larry.   

That evening, instead of asking Marsha about her day, he asks her if 

they could talk.  He says—“Can you tell me more about your feelings about 

Larry?” Marsha is confused by his question but decides not to argue with 

what she considers to be his unspoken question and instead, she deals with 

the spoken one.  

She tells him that she enjoys Larry’s sense of humor and admires the 

way he creatively solves problems—and that’s all.  

Since Marsha doesn’t seem to be hiding anything and is straight-forward 

with her answer, Dave relaxes. He admits to her that he has been worrying 

lately and not feeling as close to her.  

Instead of arguing about their different perceptions of their situation, 

they talk about what they could do more of together that would increase 

their connection—and how they could feel close again. 
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4.“I’m wondering if __________?” 

When you begin a question with this phrase, you can open amazing 

doors!  You and your partner might be in the middle of an intense stalemate 

in which neither of you seems to be willing to budge from your position. You 

can use this phrase to encourage movement in the “stuck” dynamic.   

You might follow up this phrase with an idea that could resolve your 

situation or you could use it to ask if you two could agree to take some time 

and “sit with” how you each feel before coming back together again.  In any 

case, these words can insert a sense of ease into tense times which might 

help you and your mate move closer together.  

You can also use the words “I’m wondering if” to expand your and your 

partner’s realm of possibilities. Just imagine how powerful and possibility-

expanding it would be if you could or would ask yourself questions like this 

more of the time… “I’m wondering if there is a better or different way of 

looking at this situation?” 
 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

When Jody gets uptight and tense, her partner Scott uses the phrase 

“I'm wondering if...” to help create more ease.  She tends to worry about 
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money and, in her worrying, Jody often blames Scott for quitting his job and 

going back to school.   

Even though Jody told Scott she totally supported his decision to return 

to school for an advanced degree, frequently her money fears get in the way 

and she ends up telling him what a bad decision it was.   

Although Scott is upset to be blamed for Jody's fears about money, he is 

usually able to take a deep breath and check in with himself.  He believes 

that his decision will be beneficial to them in the long run and knows that 

there is enough in their bank account to get by in the shorter term.   

    

      So the next time Jody says something to Scott that is blameful 

regarding finances and his choice to go back to school, he says, “I’m 

wondering if we could look at our budget again and we both can see exactly 

where we are?”  He also says, “I’m also wondering if there are ways we can 

work together to make sure we have the money right now to pay our bills?”   

In other words, “I’m wondering if” can be a way to help get on the same 

team. 
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5. “I feel __________when I __________.” 

“I feel-when I” statements can be powerful relationship-connection 

words. For clarity, it’s a good idea to stick with feeling words like “mad,” 

“glad,” “sad,” “alone,” “afraid,” etc. when describing your feelings.   

When you use an “I feel-when I” statement, you can share with your 

partner what's going on within you regarding a particular situation and you 

are allowing him or her to know the emotions brewing for you around this 

experience.   

     The ownership of how you are feeling is firmly attached to you in an “I 

feel-when I” statement.  You are not blaming your partner or his or her 

actions for how you feel.  Moving away from blame and judgment, these 

statements simply, yet effectively, let you express where you are right now.   

Stay away from a statement such as: “I feel like you were wrong when 

you said that.”  “I feel-when I” statements are not helpful when you use 

them to try to make your partner responsible for how you feel or make him 

or her wrong.   

Of course, you can make requests that he or she say or do things 

differently.  And you can set boundaries.  Boundary-setting or requests can 

often more easily be made after sharing how you are feeling using an “I 

feel-when I” statement with your mate. 
 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Jackie's boyfriend Chad has never made it a secret that he appreciates 

looking at attractive women. He is quick to assure Jackie that he would 

never cheat on her as he makes sexual comments about women they see in 

restaurants, at clubs and even about some of Jackie's friends.   

Needless to say, Jackie is upset and jealous when Chad loudly points 

out the aspects of other women he finds appealing.  She usually feels a 

mixture of embarrassment and self-consciousness-- after all, in Jackie's 

estimation she just doesn't measure up and she fears he’ll find someone 

better.  

Jackie knows that her lagging self-esteem and negative body image are 

areas that she can work on within herself.  She can start appreciating her 

own body and self-worth regardless of what Chad says.   

     Using “I feel-when I” statements could also be helpful to Jackie in this 

situation.  The next time Chad makes a comment about another woman, 
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Jackie says, “I feel upset and fearful that you want these women more than 

me when I see you looking at other women and making what I consider 

sexual comments about their bodies. I also feel embarrassed and I don’t feel 

respected.”  

      This gives Jackie the opportunity to let Chad know how she feels without 

making him responsible for her emotions. No matter how he responds, she 

has let him know how his actions affect her.  

If he says he didn’t mean anything by his comments and didn’t realize 

how it affected her, they can talk about what kind of changes they both 

would like in their relationship.  

If he says he’s not doing anything wrong and it’s her problem, she can 

take a breath and ask what he gets out of making those comments about 

other women. Strange as it may seem, she can really try and understand 

what’s going on within him.  

In trying to understand him, she’s not agreeing or condoning his 

conduct but she’s just trying to understand so she can get a better idea of 

what the real issue is.  

Jackie can also ask herself if Chad’s behavior is something she can live 

with in a relationship or if it’s a deal-breaker for her. 
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6.“I’m feeling __________.” 

 
     “I’m feeling” statements can be wonderful tools to communicate what's 

true for you in this moment about a particular situation while avoiding 

making assumptions about what's true for your mate. This is also a great 

way to get someone to listen to you as you speak them from your heart and 

not from anger or blame.  

      You can use “I’m feeling________” to talk about how you’re feeling 

excited, upset, lots of love, out of balance, like you don’t have enough 

money or any number of other ways. 

Practice checking in with yourself and becoming clear about how you 

feel. Try to stay focused on the feeling and not the thoughts you are having 

that might be connected to your emotions.  

Now when you sit down to talk with your partner, you can promote a 

sense of openness and honesty by keeping your words and focus on how 

you're feeling.  Listen to how your partner is feeling.  Take responsibility for 

your feelings and make requests for how your mate can help support you in 

resolving whatever it is that is causing you upset. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

For several months now, Renee has felt a distance form and grow in her 

relationship with Jim, her long-time partner.  She has felt jealous of the time 

he spends at work and with his friends—and she has expressed it on various 

occasions. Jim has been angry and called her “too needy.”   

But instead of complaining, Renee knows in her gut that communicating 

with Jim about how she feels will be more effective. She wants to promote 

connection between the two of them and not create more distance after all!  

Jim bristles a bit at first when Renee speaks these words—“I'm feeling 

sad and disconnected from you right now. I'm feeling that I would like to 

spend more time and energy getting closer like we used to be.”  

Because Renee says these words from her heart (and what she wants) 

and not from anger and blame, Jim softens and focuses on listening to her 

feelings and what she would like.    

Together, Jim and Renee are able to come together and start to identify 

the disconnecting relationship habits that have formed.  They both keep 
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their attention trained on their feelings and what they both want-- which is 

to move closer together.  

      

  
7.“Because this relationship is so important 
to me, __________.”  

These are 8 relationship-transforming words!  They can be a 

communication lead-in that promotes openness or they can also help soften 

and shift a difficult, tense moment into one where you two move closer 

together despite the topic. 

Let's face it. Who doesn't want to hear a partner re-affirm that your 

relationship is important?  These words are so potentially transformational 

because the one speaking them is clearly indicating that his or her intention 

is to better what you have together because it is so worthwhile.  

     After speaking this phrase, you can make a request, ask for clarification 

or share something that you've discovered about yourself.  While the crux of 

your statement might not be easy for your partner to hear, when it's 

coupled with these 8 relationship-transforming words, there can be a sense 

of ease and possibility imbued in the situation.   

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Shirley is worried about her partner Jay's drinking. It seems to Shirley 

that Jay turns to alcohol whenever he gets stressed out or feels upset about 

something.  This is not a healthy habit, but it's even worse because just 

about every time Jay drinks, the two of them get into a huge fight. They 

don't normally argue so Shirley often knows when Jay's been drinking 

because he starts yelling at her about even minor issues.  This usually 

sparks Shirley's anger and she begins yelling along with him.   

She wants to talk with Jay about his drinking and ask him to consider 

seeing an abuse counselor but is fearful that it will turn into another 

argument. Shirley reads some websites that recommend ways of talking 

with your partner about his or her alcohol abuse and decides that it's time to 

really be honest with Jay.  Starting her words to him with this phrase, sets 

the framework for his being open to what else she has to say.  She then 

shares with Jay how she feels when he drinks and when arguments erupt 

between them--and that she believes it's time for him to get help. 
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8.“Up until now __________.” 

Tack this phrase on to your words when you feel compelled to talk 

about past tendencies that have not served you, whether they be 

disappointments, destructive habits, etc.  This creates space for the shift 

toward what you want.  

By using (and believing this phrase), you are not destined to keep 

repeating those patterns that don't serve you or your relationship.  Instead, 

you can free yourself to make different choices that are more in alignment 

with where you want to go.  This phrase can remind you that you can make 

the changes you desire. Just as renowned motivational speaker Tony 

Robbins says, “Your past does not equal your future,” you can create a new 

future. 
 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     It started to become a running joke among Rachel's friends.  Every guy 

that Rachel dates seems to turn out to be a jerk who treats her poorly and 

usually cheats.  Rachel does not enjoy having relationships that always end 

up causing her pain and distress.  In fact, she doesn't like providing her 

friends with more fodder for jokes.  But, deep down, she believes that she is 

just one of those women who simply attracts “bad men.”  

When Rachel meets Kurt, she makes a promise to herself to challenge 

her beliefs-- and her friend's jokes!  She says to herself and her friends that 

“Up until now I've attracted men into my life who were not matches to the 

kind of relationship I want.  But now I am intending to stay aware of what's 

happening in my relationships and commit to setting clear boundaries with 

my date and partner.”  She doesn't know if she will end up in a relationship 

with Kurt but she does like him so far and she plans to keep her 

expectations open and hopeful.  

Rachel is using the phrase “up until now” to help her keep her mind 

focused on the fact that what her experience has been in the past is just 

that—the past and that new possibilities await her as she continues to open 

to them.   
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9.“Now what?” or “What’s next?” 

These simple questions can help you and your partner start where you 

are and decide where you want to go and what your next step in that 

direction will be.  You can look at your situation from the perspective of an 

observer and more fully see the many possibilities in front of you. No matter 

how stuck you feel, there are always choices. 

It is vitally important that your “Now what?” or “What's next?” question 

comes from a place of openness and even eagerness and excitement for 

wherever it is you and your partner are headed or want to go.  If the 

dominant emotions behind these phrases would be of dread, fear or 

resistance, then it's best to choose other words.  Go within yourself and see 

if you can make shifts in how you view your relationship and life right now.  

When you feel even a glimmer of hopefulness and anticipation for what's 

about to unfold, then you're ready to use these magic words.  
 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Sara and Claude realize that they have fallen into some relationship 

habits that are driving a wedge between them.  They both know that they 

each contribute to the disconnection that's been growing.  Claude tends to 

be very critical of the decisions that Sara makes. He has always been a 

discerning man and has always known what works--for him. Sara struggles 

with low self-esteem that she's carried around almost her whole life.  When 

Claude criticizes something she says or does, Sara feels crumpled and small 

inside. 

With the help of a relationship coach, Sara and Claude have realized the 

roles they tend to play in their relationship dynamic.  They've also decided 

that it's time to try out some new ways of being together and interacting. 

Although they know these changes may take time, they are both feeling 

optimistic about their future together.   

     Sara plans to take an assertiveness training class to help feel better 

about herself while Claude has made a commitment to paying more 

attention to his critical mind and really considering his words before he 

speaks. They made an agreement with each other to use the words “Now 
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what?” when one of them feels like they are slipping into old patterns.  It 

can be a signal that they can choose to back up and choose a different way 

to communicate and move closer to one another in the process.  

 

 
 

 

10.“Could” (instead of “Should”) 

This simple change of word can make a huge difference.  “Could” offers 

a feeling of possibility and choice while “Should” tends to express a limited 

sense of choice and even triggers a feeling of powerless for some people. 

When you make a request of your partner, substituting “Could” for “Should” 

encourages openness and more room for connection-- both of you can more 

easily feel empowered. 
 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

   Ray feels troubled about his marriage.  Although his wife Luci claims that 

everything is ok, Ray believes that Luci is unhappy just like he is.  Ray is 

just not sure how what started out as such a wonderful relationship is now 

one that seems overflowing with nagging, arguments and tension.  

“We should get some help,” are the words Ray said to Luci a few weeks 

ago when he was feeling more distance than usual between them.  Needless 

to say, Luci did not react with openness to Ray's suggestion.  In fact, this 

actually sparked a fight between them in which Luci accused Ray of blaming 

her for all of their troubles.    

Ray still believes that getting some outside help with their marriage 

would be beneficial.  He doesn't know how much longer he can stay in a 

relationship like this.  He decides to make the same suggestion to Luci but 

to change it a bit. “We could start meeting with a relationship coach—or you 

may have some other ideas” is what he chose to say this time.  

     Making that one word change actually altered the entire feel of his 

request.  “Should” makes it sound like there would be negative or bad 

implications to not meeting with a coach while “Could” suggests choice--an 

option that may or may not be the path the couple take.  In this case, Luci 

agrees to try out meeting with a coach to see if it feels like something she's 

willing to continue. 
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11.“How can we ___________?” 

This question invites your partner to join you in thinking about a 

resolution to whatever challenge you might face.  Starting out a 

conversation with a phrase like this sends the message to your mate that 

you want to know how he or she feels about this situation and that you 

value his or her perspective and ideas. 

     “How can we?” also helps you open up to possibilities.  Sometimes we 

get so focused on how we see a particular situation, our relationships or our 

lives that we can only see from that perspective. When you ask this 

question, you are inviting not only your partner, but also yourself, to 

consider new options that may not have occurred to you before.  

     To put this in action, write these words “How can we_______?” at the 

top of a yellow pad or notebook and finish the sentence with what you want 

your outcome to be. Then start brainstorming ideas. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Jodi and Kent got married 6 months ago.  They are very much in love 

but blending their families has proved difficult.  Both of them have children 

from previous relationships. And while Jodi and Kent are working hard to 

create a sense of ease and love in their new family, conflict and arguments 

seem to be the norm instead.  

Things are getting so uncomfortable, Jodi is starting to wonder if she's 

going to have to choose between loving and living with Kent and being with 

her children. In desperation, Kent and Jodi sit down together one evening 

and each tries to set aside how they previously viewed their embattled 

blended family.   

Making a list of brainstormed ideas they might try with their children, 

Jodi writes at the top of the list “How can we encourage a harmonious family 

life?”  She and Kent come up with a few ideas that they are eager to try out.  
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12.“Thank you for __________.”  

     Sometimes we show more kindness to strangers than we do with those 

we are closest to.  Remember to be kind and show your appreciation for all 

of the little things (and big ones too) that your partner does that enriches 

your life.  When he or she thanks you, be sure to receive that gratitude.  It 

completes the connection that is being offered to you! 

     If you would like to be thanked for all that you do and you find you are 

not hearing the gratitude, first of all, thank yourself.  Secondly, be on the 

lookout for signs of appreciation that may not come in the form or time that 

you expect them.  Rather than believe that your mate “never appreciates” 

what you do for him or her or your family, take some time to notice the big 

picture of your life together and ask yourself if that belief is really accurate.  

    If it is accurate, you can request that your partner show his or her 

appreciation for what you do in specific ways. Be sure that you are showing 

gratitude to your partner in ways that he or she desires as well. 

    While saying “thanks” and “thank you” to someone is great, we 

encourage you to include the word “for” because it shows that you are 

appreciating the person for something specific—which is so much more 

meaningful. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

 Thomas is often reminding his young daughter to use polite words 

when speaking with others.  He encourages her to say “thank you” to her 

teachers and cashiers at the grocery store.  One day Thomas realizes that 

he doesn't regularly use words of gratitude like this with his own partner, 

Joyce.  She often goes that extra step for him and he really doesn't explicitly 

tell her how much he appreciates her and what she does.   

He decides that even though he and Joyce have been together for over 

a decade now, it's never too late to start!  That evening Thomas thanks 

Joyce for cooking dinner for him, which he doesn't usually do.  He 

compliments her on the meal and sets off to do the dishes.  Joyce seems 

pleased with his expressed appreciation and she, in turn, begins to think 

about ways that she can communicate her gratitude to him.  
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13.“I love you.”  

The all-time magical “magic words”-- “I love you”--are probably the 

most powerful, yet over-used and under-used group of words there is.  

Literally everyone wants to know that they are loved which makes this 

phrase so magical because it can be warm and assuring to another person 

as it also conveys how the speaker feels.  

Saying “I love you” in a new relationship is often a sign of deepening 

commitment between the two people.  And for those who have been 

together a long time, “I love you” can be a reminder of the passion and 

connection that has built over the years.  

But if “I love you” is only assumed and not spoken much, if at all, 

doubts and fears can arise.  Never take anything for granted in your 

relationship-- we advise that if you feel love for your partner, speak about 

and let him or her know.  

And don't ever say “I love you” if you don't feel it.  Speak this phrase 

with full presence and with feeling from your heart.  Follow up the words “I 

love you” with actions that are in alignment with loving and kindness. 
 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Kevin knows that Jen, his girlfriend, has a problem with jealousy. She 

breaks down in tears and has even had panic attacks whenever he travels 

out of town on business or is away from her for more than a day or two.   

Jen's jealousy has been an irritation and a cause for concern for Kevin.  

He's tried calling or e-mailing her frequently and has even made reassuring 

videos of himself for her to watch while he's away.  Nothing seems to help.  

     When Kevin arrived home after his last business trip to find the usual 

scene of Jen upset and crying, he merely held her in his arms and told her “I 

love you.”  Kevin knows that what she needs most from him is to be 

reminded that he loves her as she discovers the roots of her jealous fears 

and works through them. 
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14."Please tell me what you’d like to do." 

This can be a helpful reminder first to yourself, and then spoken to your 

partner. They may not be the easiest words to speak (or believe), but give it 

a try.  The first step toward being able to say these words is to recognize 

when you believe that your way is “right” or superior.  This might take some 

practice.  Heightened emotions around your idea or an intense attachment 

to it are clues that you might be shutting out any possibility except the one 

for which you feel ownership.  

When you see that you are tightening around your “way,” take a deep 

breath and simply ask yourself to ease and loosen. Within this new-found 

ease, ask yourself if you can open up—even just a little bit-- to listen and 

truly consider what your mate has to say. Remember, you always have 

choice and listening doesn’t mean you are saying “yes” to anything except 

to listen. 

The openness and space created fosters connection by affirming that 

you don't have to be “right” and neither does your partner. You can more 

easily find a solution that works for both of you when you have eased your 

grip on your “way” and you allow the ideas of your mate. These words can 

instantly move you closer to your love. 

You may want to use this sentence-starter in situations like these… 

      -Dealing with a situation (like a plumbing problem) 

      -Making decisions (like vacation plans) 

      -Disciplining your children 

      -Setting up social events (a weekend date for the two of you) 

You also may want to add words like these to this great sentence-

starter: “about,” “on,” “with,” “to,” “for.” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    Amanda really needs her partner Chris to work with her so that they can 

develop a plan that will get them out of debt and onto more solid financial 

ground.  The trouble is that both Amanda and Chris are scared.  Neither of 

them wants to go through bankruptcy and every time one of their creditors 

calls, they each become more and more tense and afraid.   
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Chris and Amanda have each come up with ideas for how to turn around 

their financial situation.  The trouble is that they each think that their own 

ideas are the best and even the only way.  Whenever they sit down together 

to talk about their situation, one talks and the other one tends to shut down.  

It's as if they're both talking to walls.  

     Seeing that this tuning one another out strategy is not getting them any 

closer to the financially secure place they want to be, Amanda decides to try 

a new tactic.  She tells Chris, “My way is not the only way.  Please tell me 

what you’d like to do. I'd like you to share your ideas with me and this time 

I intend to truly listen and consider them.”  Amanda's act of stepping out of 

her habitual ways of communicating helps open the door to cooperation and 

greater respect.  Chris says that he is also ready to really listen and asks to 

hear her ideas as well.  
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15."I need help __________."  

When you feel frustrated, afraid, angry, confused, upset, and just want 

to lash out-- that energy often gets directed at your partner.  Depending on 

the circumstances, you might even feel justified about that lashing out. 

Sometimes your mate might make a mistake or be insensitive and other 

times he or she may do nothing, yet you are still triggered and intense 

feelings arise.   

Learn how to tune in to how you are feeling and get into the habit of 

checking in with yourself frequently.  You might literally put your hands on 

your heart and ask yourself how you are feeling at this moment. It doesn't 

have to take more than a few seconds, but the effects can help you get clear 

about where you are and what you want.  Saying the words “I need help” or 

“I need YOUR help” is a great way to let your partner know that you are 

dealing with some difficult emotions that might (or might not) relate to him 

or her. 

If you can only think of hurtful words to say to your mate or if you 

simply feel confused about what to do next, you could say “I need help.” 

You might follow this phrase up with something like:  “I need help in 

understanding why you said or did what you did.”  or “I need help with this 

project or responsibility that is frustrating  me.”  or “I need help thinking of 

a different way that I could respond when _______happens.” or “I need help 

feeling more connected to you when you go away on business trips.” or “I 

need help communicating when I’m overwhelmed.” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

      Kristi knows that Pat still sees the woman he had an affair with 3 years 

ago.  He works with this woman-- their offices are even on the same floor.  

Pat has made it clear to Kristi that the affair is definitely over and he has no 

desire to cheat again.  Yet he also has no desire to leave his job which is 

satisfying to him and also pays very well.   

Kristi can understand that Pat doesn't want to find a new job but she is 

also torn up inside with jealousy and worry that Pat will once again be 

attracted to this co-worker and that he will cheat again.  She bites back the 

interrogating questions that flood her mind each night over dinner. But 
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every now and then, the built-up fears become too much and Kristi begins 

to launch allegations at Pat as she cries and yells. He tries to reassure her 

but it doesn't work.  

     After reading an e-book about rebuilding trust after infidelity, Kristi 

begins to practice tuning in to her feelings and fears. She starts to recognize 

them when they are not as intense.  Now she is better able to say to Pat, “I 

need help” when her emotions threaten to overwhelm her. 
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16.“I’m going to love you anyway.” 

If you hear or sense that your partner is afraid to show you that he or 

she is grappling with a difficult habit or tendency, these words might feel 

reassuring to both of you.  This phrase reminds you to stay open even if 

what you are observing in your partner feels scary or uncomfortable. You 

might follow this declaration with a request for information about how your 

mate is feeling right now. 

Not many of us enjoy feeling vulnerable and fallible.  In fact, we've 

often been taught-- subtly or overtly-- to hide our so-called “weaknesses.”  

You could choose to deny whatever it is your mate is uncomfortable to admit 

and you could also downplay the importance of the perceived downfall.  

These strategies may be helpful but they might not if your partner doesn't 

believe you.  Perhaps a simple statement of your love is the most powerful 

way you can support your mate. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Jim came home late from work one night recently and because he was 

in a hurry and running late, he drove into their attached garage a little too 

fast and knocked a huge hole in the wall that leads to the laundry room. 

      Amelia is really upset with Jim because it seems like he’s made a lot of 

bad mistakes lately that he normally doesn’t make and driving through the 

garage wall into the laundry room adds another reason to be upset and 

disappointed with him. 

      At first Amelia starts to tear into Jim for how “stupid” and “careless” he 

had been lately. But then she realizes that he is currently under a lot of 

stress, as well as feeling bad about himself for this recent mistake, and it 

wasn’t going to do any good to start yelling at him. She acknowledges that 

it would only make things worse to keep attacking his character when they 

need to work together more instead of fight more. 

     What Amelia does next is both difficult AND radical. She says, first to 

herself about Jim and then to him… “No matter what just happened, I’m 

going to love you anyway.” 

     This is great because they can both feel the tension from the situation 

immediately lift—all because of Amelia’s split-second decision to change how 

she could look at this event differently and with more compassion and love.  
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     Together they could address the current situation in a calm way instead 

of Jim feeling attacked and defensive. 

 

 

17.“I have something I’d like to talk with you 
about __________.”  
 

      The timing of what you say and the attitude and energy you bring to the 

conversation can also mean the difference between magical, connecting 

moments and disconnecting ones for you and your partner.  For example, if 

a difficult situation comes up and you want to forge ahead and resolve it but 

your partner wants space, be tuned in to that and listen when he or she 

asks for it. Set aside a specific time when you two will come together and 

talk about this issue.  This may also give you time to question some of the 

stories you might be internally telling yourself as well as a chance to shift 

into a more open space. 

      “When” or “that” are two words that can also be helpful to add to this 

phrase for additional clarification. Some examples are… 

      -“…when you’re finished with what you’re doing.” 

      -“…that’s really important to me.” 

      -“…when you get a minute.” 

      -“…that’s really upsetting to me.” 

      -“…that I could use your help with.” 

     This is a way to request that your partner turn away from all distractions 

for this period of time, clear his or her mind and pay full attention to what 

you have to say—or find a time when he or she can do that.   

     When you make a request rather than merely barreling ahead with what 

you have to say, you communicate your desire for attention and listening.  

You also give your partner the opportunity to shift gears and move into a 

space where he or she can meet your request and offer you focused 

attention. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

  Chuck loves sports of all kinds.  He enjoys spending time with his 

partner Angie but the remainder of his weekends and evenings most often 

involve either playing or watching sporting events.  Angie is athletic and 
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likes sports as well.  But she doesn't like to feel that she has to compete 

with whatever game is on television in order to get Chuck's attention.  

 

Recently Angie was dealing with some difficulties with her ex regarding 

the custody arrangements of their son and she really wanted to talk with 

Chuck about the situation and her feelings. However, it seemed to Angie 

that there's always a game on tv that Chuck would rather watch instead of 

listening to her challenges. This dynamic has led to tension and even 

arguments between the two of them lately which is the last thing Angie 

wants!  

Angie decides to try a different approach.  The next time she feels the 

need to talk with Chuck about what's going on in her life, she says to him, “I 

have something important that I'd really like to talk with you about.  Can we 

set aside some time today where we can sit down together without 

distractions?”  She even adds that it’s not about him; but she needs his help 

figuring out how to deal with her ex. Chuck is quite willing to do this and 

they agree to talk when the game is over.  
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18.“It may not have been your intention 
__________.” 

This phrase can be used to state how you feel and it also encourages a 

sense of openness.  When you speak these magic words, you indicate to 

your partner that you aren’t blaming him or her for how you are feeling yet 

you still communicate that you are feeling a particular way.  This can help 

your partner to not get defensive.  

With these magic words, you also give the other person the “benefit of 

the doubt.” Consider which of these two communications would foster more 

love and connection—“You’re so inconsiderate when you ________.” OR “It 

may not be your intention to be inconsiderate when you leave the toilet seat 

lid up but when you do that and I go there in the middle of the night, it’s 

really startling, cold and uncomfortable.” 

A sense of trust and safety in communication is encouraged when you 

grant your mate the benefit of the doubt that whatever he or she said or did 

was not intended to be hurtful to you.  At the same time, you are being 

honest and offering your partner information about how you are feeling 

about the words or actions.  It can be a great opener for the two of you to 

move together toward a better understanding of one another. 

Other words that can be used at the end of this sentence as a bridge or 

for further clarification are… “and,” “but,” “to,” “that,” “for.” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

    Charles' partner Kathy doesn't always think before she speaks.  This is a 

habit that has caused disconnection between the two of them in the past.  

Often Kathy will make an offhanded comment to Charles about his weight or 

another aspect of his life that feels like a put-down to him.   

In turn, Charles withdraws into himself and generally leaves the room. 

Kathy seems to be unaware that she hurts Charles' feelings so frequently 

and she usually dismisses his withdrawing as one of his “peculiarities.”  

Charles is beginning to wonder if it's time for him to leave, not just the 

room, but the whole relationship.   He loves Kathy and really enjoys 

spending time with her-- except when she talks to him so callously.   

     Instead of giving up on his relationship right away, Charles decides to be 

honest with Kathy about this issue.  He says, “It may not be your intention 
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to be hurtful when you make negative comments about my body size, but 

when you do, I feel sad, unappealing and not respected.”  Kathy is truly 

surprised to hear Charles' words.  She begins to realize how damaging her 

habit of speaking before she thinks really is-- to Charles as well as other 

people in her life.  
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19. “I want our relationship to grow and I 
want us to be close again __________."       

      When you speak these words, you make it clear that you want to share 

about where you are without blame and that your overall intention is 

connection. If your relationship has run “off course” in some respect, it's 

important that you and your partner notice the disconnection and 

acknowledge where you are.  This may not be the easiest thing to do, of 

course.   

      As you look at where you are-- without judging your mate or yourself as 

the “one to blame”-- you can begin to make changes that will help you move 

closer to where you want to be.   

 
 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

   Laurie remembers when she and Eric couldn't be apart for more than a 

few hours. Of course, that was in those early days of their relationship.  It 

seemed like he was always available to her and showered her with flowers 

and romantic cards.   

Today, their relationship is vastly different.  Laurie sometimes wonders why 

Eric stays with her because lately he seems to dislike even being around 

her-- at least that's how it feels to Laurie.  She knows that part of the 

reason why things have been tough between them recently is because Eric 

has been very focused on his job, which has been in danger of being 

eliminated several times over the past couple of years.  While Laurie can 

understand Eric's tension because of this stress, she doesn't want them to 

drift any further apart because of it.  

     Laurie decides to sit down and talk with Eric about how she's feeling.  

She believes that they can be more support to one another as a connected 

couple rather than in this current state.  She says to him, “I want our 

relationship to grow and for us to be close again—and it would be great if we 

could spend more time together. Are you willing to listen to me as I share 

how I am feeling? I promise not to blame you.” 
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20.“Would you be open to some feedback 
about that?”  

Ask this question to make sure that your advice is wanted and to 

prevent being pushy or sticking your nose in another person’s business-- 

even if it is your partner. 

To tailor this phrase to your situation, you can substitute specific words 

for the word “that.” Other examples of ways to finish this sentence include—

“this” (situation), “your” (job, parents)--and “the” (problem you’re dealing 

with).  

This is so powerful and heart-opening because we've probably all been 

in situations where we watch a person we care deeply about struggle with 

something.   When it appears to you that your loved one is facing 

difficulties, you might have a different way to handle the situation that, to 

you, makes more sense.   

But we've all probably also been in situations where we are struggling 

with something and another person steps in just “trying to help.”  Perhaps 

these suggestions are well-meant, but they come off as controlling or even 

feel belittling.  The well-intentioned advice falls flat because we didn't ask 

for it and didn't want it.  

Remember how you feel when someone seems to stick his or her nose 

into your business and resolve not to do that to your partner. These magic 

words give your partner the choice to either hear your advice or not. Believe 

it or not, extending this choice to your partner creates trust—no matter 

what his or her response is. 

Instead of rushing in trying to save your loved one, use these words to 

make sure you have his or her permission to give feedback or advice. 

You can substitute the word “suggestions” for “feedback” because both 

ways can work. However, the question, “Would you like some feedback?” 

might seem easier to receive for some people. Getting “feedback” might 

seem less critical, harsh, and judgmental than “suggestions” to some 

people. 
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Try both ways, with an open heart, and notice which works better for 

you. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

     Sophie and her teenage daughter Jenny tend to have a contentious 

relationship.  Ray, Sophie's husband and Jenny’s step-dad, tenses up when 

he knows that Sophie is preparing to talk with Jenny about doing chores 

around the house or completing her homework.   

In his mind, if Sophie would just approach Jenny differently, the whole 

conversation would go smoother.  He often lets Sophie know his 

recommendations for dealing with Jenny-- the way he usually handles 

similar situations.  Usually, Sophie feels defensive and snaps at Ray in 

response as she heads off to deal with “her daughter,” “her way.”   

     The next time Sophie gets upset with Jenny about leaving a messy 

kitchen, Ray stops himself from automatically telling her what to do and 

changes his usual way of dealing with this kind of situation.  

     He says to Sophie, “I see that you are going to talk with Jenny about 

this. Would you be open to some feedback?”  This way Ray gives Sophie 

that power to openly receive his advice or to decline it. He offers her a 

choice of whether to hear what he has to say or not. 

      In honoring Sophie by listening to her wishes, he keeps his connection 

with her. Sophie may even listen to his advice when she trusts that he isn’t 

going to shove it down her throat and make her wrong—like she’s felt he’s 

done in the past. 
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21.“Is this what you meant when you said 
__________?”  

     Relationships can be tricky.  Because we each are unique beings having 

complex thoughts and feelings, the possibility for confusion and 

misunderstanding can be high.  

Try posing this question to your partner when you feel triggered, 

confused by what he or she has said or you would like more information or 

clarification about a situation.  

This question helps you to check in and clarify with one another to 

ensure that you each understand what you both mean. 

     Gaining clarity rather than jumping to conclusions is simply a more 

effective way to connect and to stay close.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

 Scott has always had a “wild side.” Angela knew this when she started 

dating him and, in fact, this was partly why she fell in love with him.  

They've been together for 4 years now and, although Angela believes that 

Scott loves her, she still feels insecure and worries that he'll get bored with 

her and leave one day.  

Sometimes Scott tells Angela that he needs to get out and “go a little 

crazy” with his friends.  When he says this to her, Angela usually gets a 

huge knot in her stomach and feels overwhelmed by her fears that Scott will 

simply never call her or see her again.  She usually responds to Scott's 

declaration of his need to “go a little crazy” by biting back tears, nodding her 

head and getting very quiet as he prepares for his night out with friends. 

She invariably makes a sarcastic comment later about his “crazy night” 

out with his friends which starts a fight between them. 
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The next time Scott shares his plan to have a “wild night” out with 

friends, Angela takes a deep breath and asks him, “What do you mean when 

you say you’re going to go out and get a little crazy? It would be really 

helpful to me to know a little more about your plans and what you mean.  

      He tells her that he’s going to a bar with some friends and have a few 

beers and play darts. 

To gain further clarification, Angela says, “Is this what you mean when 

you said that you are going to a bar with your friends--that you’re going to 

have fun drinking and playing darts with them but that you’re going to keep 

our agreement of being faithful to each other?”   

Scott tells her that he is always faithful to her and that she doesn’t need 

to worry. After having the courage to ask, Angela now understands what 

Scott means and feels much better about their relationship—and they avoid 

the constant fights. 
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22.“Will you help me understand how you 
are feeling?”   

Use this question when you are confused and want to avoid making up 

stories or assumptions. Sometimes we interpret the body language or 

actions of our partner in a particular way and it leads us to conclusions that 

may not be accurate.  You can form a huge tale in your mind about what 

emotions may be brewing for your partner which may not be true for him or 

her.  And even if they are close to what your mate is feeling, you may not 

fully understand what's driving those emotions unless you ask.   

Not only will asking your partner to share how he or she is feeling give 

you more in-depth and accurate information, it can also bring the two of you 

closer together.  Your stated desire to understand how your partner is 

feeling shows how important he or she is to you and how much you want to 

be there to give support.  

Another way you can use these words even more effectively is to add 

the word “about” to make your question more specific. When you add the 

word “about” to this sentence, it might look like this… 

“Will you help me understand how you are feeling about buying another 

car now rather than later?” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

     Janet can just tell that something is bothering her husband Alex.  He's 

been quiet ever since he got home from work and his body seems all 

slumped in. When Alex gets this way, it's usually because he’s had another 

run-in with his boss.  Janet wants to help so she tries to treat Alex with 

more gentleness than usual and she steers clear of any topics having to do 

with work.   
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The tension that Janet thinks she understands coming from Alex often 

gets transferred to her.  Alex seems to become more and more irritated the 

nicer Janet tries to treat him until finally Janet gets frustrated and resentful 

and joins him in being irritated.   

     The next time Alex seems to be displaying signs that he's not his usual 

light-hearted self to Janet, she stops herself from making up a theory about 

why he might be feeling down or tense.  Instead, she asks him, “Will you 

help me understand how you’re feeling? I sense that you’re feeling upset 

and, if this is accurate, I'd like to support you the way you'd like me to.”  

     And then she listens to him to find out how he’d like to be supported. He 

may not tell her what’s wrong at that time--but he may. And he may 

appreciate her honoring him by listening to how he’d like to be supported—if 

he’s able to articulate it. If not, she can support him by simply asking the 

question and allowing whatever answer he gives to be okay in the moment. 
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23.“Are you open to a couple of comments 
about __________?”  

This is a way to make sure your partner wants advice or feedback about 

what he or she is talking about and dealing with.  It is important to respect 

the answer you get.  If your mate says “no,” don’t go ahead and give the 

advice. 

This question can be especially useful if the comments your mate made 

do not involve you.  If you need clarification or you feel like you want to set 

a boundary around something your partner says that is about you, then a 

different response from you is called for.  But when the situation is not 

about you and you'd like to inject your perspective or advice, ask first.  

These words can be used in similar contexts as the questions we gave 

you earlier which were—“Can you tell me more about that?” and “Would you 

be open to some feedback about that?” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

     Ed comes from a very tight-knit family of origin.  He can't imagine 

talking to his parents the way his girlfriend Kristi talks to-- and about-- her 

own parents.  The longer that they date, the harder it is for Ed to remain 

silent.  He and Kristi might decide to have children together one day and he 

certainly doesn't want his future children to have this hurtful and 

disrespectful kind of example.   

Because Ed truly loves Kristi and regards her with high esteem in all 

other areas, he really wants her to make positive changes when it comes to 

her relationship with her parents.  But Ed also knows that Kristi bristles 
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whenever he tries to tell her how he'd handle things differently if it were his 

family.   

     Instead, Ed says to Kristi, “Because I love you so much and don't like to 

see you feeling hurt and upset about your parents, are you open to a couple 

of comments about what you just said?”   Ed intends to honor and respect 

Kristi’s wishes if her response is “no.” 

      If she says “yes,” he knows she’s open to his comments and won’t be 

upset when he offers them to her. If she says “no,” he knows that the time 

is not right for her to hear his comments. 

 

 

 

 

24.“I’d like to say some things to you and I’m 
asking you to just listen to me and then I will 
give you a chance to tell me what’s going on 
with you.” 

These magic words allow you to request openness and make it clear 

that if there’s anything that your partner has to say about what you’re going 

to share, you intend to listen with openness as well.  

Use these words if your partner has had a habit of interrupting you in 

the past and you would like to change that dynamic. 

Everyone wants to be listened to.  Especially when you want to 

communicate about difficult topics, it can be helpful to first make an 

agreement about the communication itself.   

Requesting that your partner listen to you without interruption and then 

assuring him or her that you will listen without interrupting can set the stage 

for both of you to stay present and open during the discussion. This can help 

build trust and encourage you both to speak honestly with one another. 

Another way to say this is “I have some things I’d like to say to you 

about ________ and I’d really like it if you would just listen and take in 

what I need to share. Then I’ll listen to what you have to say.” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
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     Sandra and Ken have developed the habit of interrupting and talking 

over one another.  They both are very competitive and sharp-witted people.  

The trouble is neither of them really listens to what the other has to say. 

While one is talking, the other is usually developing a comeback and then 

jumping in with it whether or not the first person has finished his or her 

thoughts.  

The results, as you can imagine, are a bit chaotic and not conducive to 

Sandra and Ken moving closer together.   

After reading a book on how to communicate better in a relationship, 

Sandra suggests to Ken that they experiment with some new 

communication techniques.  They take turns and each starts out by saying, 

“I’d like to say these things to you and I’m asking you to just listen to me 

and then I will give you a chance to tell me what’s going on with you.”   

     This signals that the person talking would like uninterrupted time to talk 

and that the one speaking agrees to give the other the same amount of 

uninterrupted time to respond.  This stated intention seems to ease the 

feeling of competitiveness between them a bit.  Sandra and Ken are more 

easily able to set aside their own thoughts and plans of what to say next 

and, instead, tune and listen.  
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25.“I respect that your perspective is 
different from mine __________.” 

The tendency for each of us to see a situation and the world from a very 

specific point of view is uncanny.  Try to remember this phenomenon when 

you and your mate seem to be at odds.   

Here’s our version of quick story originating from Steven Covey that 

illustrates the power behind these magic words:  Imagine sitting across from 

your optometrist. You came in because you are having trouble with your 

eyesight.  Instead of testing your eyes to determine how to best correct 

your vision, the optometrist hands you his/her eyeglasses and tells you to 

try those on.  When you tell your doctor that you can’t see a thing, the 

optometrist says, “I don’t know why. They’ve worked well for me all these 

years.  I can see perfectly fine with them!” 

Symbolically take off your “glasses” and acknowledge that your 

partner's perspective may also have merit and is valid.  Ask him or her to do 

the same for you. 

We think you’ll see some major shifts in your relationship and your 

communication by being open to the different perspective that your partner 

might have. 

To finish this sentence-starter, you could add these words… 

-“and” (I really want to understand) 

      -“please” (help me understand) 

      -“would you” or “could you” (help me understand) 

You can also use the phrase “I’d like to learn more about how you see 

this situation” and then add a request at the end as you can see in our 

example below. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

Sophia and Harold seem to be in a holding pattern about whether or not 

to sell their home and move.  Sophia is ready to fix up their home-- that she 

feels they've outgrown-- and put it on the market.  Harold, on the other 

hand, is concerned about the housing market and feels like they need to 

wait until the economy improves.  The more they “agree to disagree,” the 

more tension seems to build between them.   
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It's gotten to the point that they can hardly speak civilly about anything 

having to do with real estate or their home-- which limits their 

communication quite a bit!   

Finally Harold decides to ease up on his position and see if he and 

Sophia can move past this tense stalemate. He says, “I respect that your 

perspective is different from mine on this topic.  I’d like to learn more about 

how you see it.” 

After listening to her reasoning, he recaps what she says and asks, “Do 

I understand your opinion about selling our house accurately?” 

Sophia says “yes” and then Harold asks, “Would you be willing to listen 

and try to understand my point of view too?” 

      Harold's softening and willingness to try to understand Sophia's position 

helps her to soften as well and to listen more carefully to his views on this 

topic.  

      They decide to write down the pros and cons of each idea—no matter 

whose it is—so they can get a clearer picture of what they want to do. 
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26.“Even Though __________.” 
 

      When you use this magic opener, you are pointing out the obvious 

differences between the two of you and also opening the door to possible 

ways you can connect with one another. It’s a way to find a place of 

agreement so that the two of you can begin to work as a team to resolve 

whatever problem has come up. 

     This sentence-starter is a way to shift negative energy that might be 
holding both of you back from creating more love and connection. 

     You can also use these words as a way to acknowledge and appreciate 

your partner who has done something for you that you realize is out of 
character, difficult or uncomfortable for him or her.  

      Here are some examples… 

      -“Even though we’re really different people, we are alike about this.” 

      -“Even though we have different opinions about this, we can agree on 

this point.” 

      -“Even though you don’t really like going to see my family, I appreciate 
the fact that you want to be with me.” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

For several weeks, Greg and his wife Helen have been trying to decide 

whether he should take a new job that he would like much better than his 

current one or not. The only problem is that if he took the new job, it would 

mean a substantial pay cut which will impact the family’s monthly spending 

budget and lifestyle. 

The two of them have been going around in circles in their discussions 

and they haven’t been able to make a decision, although one has to be 

made very soon. 

Helen knows that Greg really wants this job and she is also afraid of the 

smaller paycheck he’ll be bringing home and what that will mean to their 

lives.  

They decide to sit down and make a list of their current monthly 

expenses and see where they might make some cuts. Helen also suggests 
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that she could do some part-time work for a friend who has a business—

which will bring in more money. 

She says, “Even though you taking this new job will mean some 

changes for us, I think you should take it because you would like the work 

so much better.” 

Greg feels relieved to hear Helen say this and makes his decision to call 

the new company that day. 
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27. “How I’d like our communication to be in 
these situations is __________.”   

When you are not in the heat of a conflict, make some conscious 

agreements with your partner about how you two would like to 

communicate with one another. Because we all communicate differently, it 

can be helpful to talk about what might seem obvious to you.   

     Share with your partner the way you'd like your communication to go, 

including how you want to be supported and listened to.  You could use 

these words instead—“What I’d like______.” 

     Be sure to pay close attention when your partner shares how he or she 

wants to communicate with you.  When you make an agreement to abide by 

how your mate wants to communicate with you, ask within yourself first to 

see if you are truly willing to make this particular agreement.  If you are 

not, be honest and see if there is a similar agreement that would better fit 

what both of you want.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

When Trent and Tracey disagree, the same block to communication 

usually comes up. Trent keeps repeating his position, even getting angry 

and a little loud (according to Tracey), and Tracey retreats into herself until 

she finally either gives in or just leaves the room.   

Trent’s family of origin was loud and boisterous when they disagreed 

and they all added to the uproar until his father usually made the final 

decision. 

Tracey’s family of origin never seemed disagree about anything or get 

angry with each other. They usually all seemed ready to agree with one 

another to avoid a fight. 

It’s not surprising that nothing ever seems to get resolved with Tracey 

and Trent and they’re tired of going through this drama each time they 

disagree. 
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After reading some communication materials, they realized that they 

have two very different habitual ways of communicating. They decide that 

they need to start from scratch. They need to figure out how they’d each 

like to communicate—not necessarily as their parents did, and then make 

some agreements that they are willing to practice and keep. 

 

Tracey starts out and says to Trent, “How I’d like our communication to 

be when we disagree is that we calmly tell each other our ideas and then we 

weigh the pros and cons together—without getting angry at one another.” 

Trent says that he’d like their communication to be animated and alive, 

with both of them engaging and staying with the process until they come to 

a resolution. 

Tracey agrees that she will “stay” engaged with the process and not 

leave. She asks if Trent is willing to “tone down” his volume and truly listen 

to her in order to help her “stay” as they work through the situation. 

Trent agrees and they start practicing.      
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28.“I’d like your help with __________.”  

This opener can be a way to bring up subjects that you or your partner 

may have felt defensive about in the past.  Since making requests can be 

difficult for most people, this way of communicating can help you more 

clearly express what you want.  You are also stating that you share a role in 

the dynamic and that you’d like to work together to change it. Accept your 

share in the habit, dynamic, or situation-- no more, no less. 

When you provide your mate with suggestions about what he or she can 

do to help improve the situation, it can promote empowered rather than 

defensive feelings for both of you. This phrase allows you to be clear about 

your needs and your request provides space for your partner to decide if the 

action is something he or she is willing to do.  If your partner is not willing, 

it is a starting point from which the two of you can come up with an 

alternative.  

      Another thing that’s great about the word “with” at the end of this series 

of magic words is that it automatically leads you to not just make a request, 

but also to make that request specific. 

 

     What we’ve come to discover both in our own relationship and in our 

work in our Relationship Breakthrough Coaching practice is that it’s the 

specificity in making a request that leads to it actually happening.  

 

    Just for a moment, consider the difference between someone saying “I’d 

like your help?” and “I’d like your help in pulling the weeds in the yard this 

weekend.”  

 

   The difference between the two is enormous.  The second statement is 

much more specific and will more likely be received and responded to in a 

much more positive way than the first statement.   

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
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Joe struggles with jealousy.  He is usually a mild-mannered kind of guy. 

But when it comes to his girlfriend Fiona, if he feels like another man is 

standing too close to her or “checking her out,” Joe will not hesitate to 

confront the man.  Needless to say, this has caused more than a few 

embarrassing moments at parties and bars-- and even a couple of fist 

fights!  

Joe has started to meet with a therapist about his jealous tendencies. 

Fiona would like to support Joe as he learns new ways to deal with his 

jealous feelings, but she really doesn't know how and certainly doesn't want 

to put him on the defensive.  When they are out socially, she is constantly 

watching and wondering when Joe is going to “lose it.”   

      At the recommendation of his therapist, Joe has asked Fiona for help 

and actually says to her…”I’d like your help with getting control of my 

jealousy.” She told him, “Of course—how can I help?”—and they made some 
agreements. 

When they are out together now, if Joe notices the beginnings of jealous 

feelings and he is having a difficult time handling them on his own, he 

knows he can ask Fiona to “step outside with him for some fresh air.”  This 

phrase is the signal to Fiona that Joe would like her support and company as 

he redirects himself away from the jealousy. 
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29.“How can I love and support you right 
now?”  

     Ask this question of your partner when he or she seems closed down 

or is having a difficult time instead of rushing in with solutions. Don't 

approach him or her with the attitude that you have to, or even can, fix 

what's going on.  Instead, stay open and listen to try to understand what is 

true for your partner. Find out how you can provide support—and loving 

space so that he or she can do what needs to be done.  

 Don’t assume that your mate is just like you and wants to be loved 

or supported in the exact ways you want to be loved or supported.  Many of 

us mistakenly fall into the habit of making assumptions about what our 

partner wants without asking.  We also make the mistake of thinking we 

know what’s going on inside our partner’s head, when we often don’t. 

No matter how long you two have been together, take the time 

periodically to ask your mate how he or she wants to be loved and 

supported.  It might involve flowers and candy, a willingness to give a foot 

rub, or say “I love you” more often.  You just won’t know until you ask! 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

      Teri just can't stand to get flowers from her husband Bob. It seems like 

he brings them home whenever he feels like it's the “right” thing for him to 

do-- for anniversaries, her birthday, Valentine's Day, and after they've had 

an argument or he thinks he's made some mistake.  Teri wishes that she 

could appreciate the flowers, but she just can't seem to.  She says to 

herself, “Flowers always die and seem like a waste of money which makes it 
even worse!” 

     In fact, Teri sometimes doesn't even try to conceal the fact that she 

dislikes receiving flowers from Bob.  Her sarcastic “thank you” or smirk 

makes Bob feel confused and irritated that his attempt to be romantic fell 

flat-- yet again.  Bob would like to come up with another special way to 
express his love for Teri but she seems so hard to please and he’s at a loss.  

     As their next wedding anniversary draws near, once again Bob sends Teri 

flowers and this time when she gets them, she explodes with anger—telling 

him how unoriginal she thinks he is and how he never makes her feel 
special.  
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     Then she has a wave of raw emotion wash over her and she starts crying 

uncontrollably for several minutes. At first, Bob doesn’t know what to do but 

he gets an intuitive hit that this has nothing to do with him and that this is 
about something else that’s going on with Teri.  

     He then just reaches out to hold her and when she’s calmed down a bit 

says to her… “It seems that something is really going on right now and I’m 

not sure what it is.” Then Bob does something really different and simply 

asks Teri, “How can I love and support you right now?”  

 

     Teri thinks about it for a moment and then realizes that what’s really 

going on doesn’t have anything to with her husband and his flowers. She 

realizes and recognizes a wave of sadness connected with the death of her 

father who died just over six months before. 

 

      As she thinks about what just happened, this reaching out from Bob 

really touches Teri.  She suggests that they plan a private and sensual 
evening at home without gifts or cards-- clothing optional as well! 

     One final note about this example: If you’ve just read this and it sounds 

like a bit of a “fairytale” ending… you might want to think again. Using the 

right words, with the right intentions and with genuine love, can really shift 
the dynamics of many situations that you wouldn’t think could be healed.   
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30."Why is this important to you?"   

 
      Understanding each other—which includes understanding your partner’s 

motivation as well as your own--is probably one of the most important 
things you can do to create better communication and a closer connection.       

     This question—“Why is this important to you?”--can help you understand 

the other person so the two of you can find a point of agreement. When you 

ask this question, use a tone of voice that invites rather than closes down 
your partner. 

     This question can be used multiple ways. You might use it to satisfy your 

curiosity about something pertaining to your mate or if you feel unclear, 

resistant or upset by a request your partner is making. You can also use this 

question to further understand something your partner wants to do or even 

gain further clarification about how he or she sees a situation that may be 
different from how you see it.  

     When you ask it, one thing you’re doing is allowing yourself to make 

understanding your partner's position the priority for the moment.  This 

does not mean that you have to adopt the same position or go with what he 
or she is saying.   

     Really open up to understanding how your partner feels and perceives 

the issue.  Then you can share what you have to say and the two of you-- 

feeling heard and understood-- can more easily find a solution that will feel 
good to both of you. 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

     Joy feels strongly that her 14 year old daughter Megan is too young to 

start dating.  Megan, on the other hand, feels ready to go on a date and is 

upset that her mother is standing in her way.  Megan argues that her dad, 

Pete, said that she could meet a boy her age at the movies this weekend. So 

why is her mom ruining it all?! 

 

     When Joy finds out that Pete told Megan that she could go on a date 

without talking about it with her first, she feels angry and hurt. She calls 

Pete at work and really lets him have it.  Later that day, when they are both 

home from work and Joy has calmed down a bit, the two of them sit down 

together and re-visit the issue.  
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     Pete asks Joy, “Why is it important that Megan not go on this date?" He 

truly wants to know and is really curious about her answer. Because Joy 

feels Pete’s openness to listening to her, she shares with him about the 
mistakes she made during her first years dating boys as a teenager.  

     Joy also explains that she's heard frightening stories about what teens 

do now that make her even more opposed to Megan dating at this age.   

 

     Joy then apologizes to Pete and asks him the similar question, "Why is it 

important to you to let Megan date?"  Pete first apologizes for not talking 

with Joy before he told Megan she could go and then he explains where he’s 

coming from on this issue.   

     After Joy and Pete have talked, they invite Megan into their discussion.  

Together, as a family, they are able to reach a decision that they can all live 
with.  
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31.“I feel like you’ve been________ lately.”   

      If your partner seems to be giving you the “cold shoulder” or appears to 

be shutting down and closing you out, don't ignore what's going on and 

hope that it will magically resolve itself. It could be that your perception that 

your mate is giving you the “cold shoulder” is accurate and either now or in 

the near future, he or she can share with you what you've said or done 

that's triggered the upset your mate is experiencing.   

      It could also be that your partner is upset, but it doesn't directly involve 

you.  This might be a time to know that this is his or her “issue” and be 

ready to support and love your partner in ways that he or she requests.  

Honor the requests your partner makes of you whether it be for space, 

patience, compassionate listening, or just a warm hug.  

      These magic words could be used to bring up something that is more 

negative or difficult to talk about or they could be used to say something 

positive to your partner as well—as in “I feel like you’ve been really loving to 

me lately.” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action 
 

      Cliff is afraid that he's really done it this time.  His girlfriend Sheila 

seems irritated and even cold towards him.  Because they've only been 

dating for a few months, Cliff is worried that he's offended Sheila in some 

way.  The trouble is that he doesn't have a clue what he could've done.   

      Attempting to “put things right” between them, Cliff invites Sheila out 

for dinner at an expensive restaurant and buys her a necklace.  

Unfortunately, these gestures only seem to make things worse!  

 

      Finally, Cliff gets up the nerve to ask, “Is there something that's 

upsetting you?  I feel like you’ve been distant with me lately. Please let me 

know if I have said or done something that has made you angry or feel 

hurt.”   
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     Because Cliff seems honestly interested in what’s going on with her, 

Sheila does admit to Cliff that she's had some disturbing phone calls from an 

ex-boyfriend lately.  She didn't want to worry Cliff about it and she wants to 

continue to date him, but she also needs some space to make the 

completions she wants to make about this past relationship.  

      Cliff is somewhat relieved and he asks what “need some space” means 

in terms of how often she wants to see him, phone calls, etc. Sheila seems 

relieved to talk about it and get her feelings out in the open. 
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32. “You are right. I can see how you might 
feel that way.” 

If your partner criticizes you for something like being a “control freak,” 

you have a choice to make. You can respond in a defensive manner, deny 

that you are being controlling and even turn it around—by making your own 

criticism of a shortcoming you perceive in your mate.   

Or, instead, you could take your attention inside you to see if any part 

of what your partner is saying could be true. If you are able to find any 

place within you where what he or she is saying might be true, you could 

acknowledge that you can see where it might look that way and “own it.”   

This doesn't mean you have to (or should) take full responsibility for the 

conflict between you two.  It does mean that you take a look at your actions 

from your partner’s point of view and take responsibility for your share in 

the dynamic. You can then request that you and your partner work together 

to address what each of you is feeling about the situation, staying open to a 

resolution that will allow you both to feel empowered. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Audrey just can't seem to help herself.  When it comes to her long-term 

partner Josh's schedule, she makes the majority of the decisions.  Other 

than appointments and his regular workday, Josh has allowed Audrey to 

dictate how he spends his time.  This has been convenient and makes some 

sense because they do spend almost all of their free time together.   

     But lately, it seems to Josh that she is keeping him busy so that he 

doesn't have the opportunity to socialize with his old fraternity buddies from 

college. Audrey has made it clear that she believes his college buddies are a 

“bad” influence on him, but Josh didn't think she'd prevent him from 

spending time with them-- or would she? 

     When Josh confronts Audrey about this, he realizes that he'd like to 

resume control of his own schedule.  He tells her so.  After her initial 

defensive reaction of “I am not controlling! You wanted me to take charge of 

your schedule”—she calms down and says “You’re right. I can see how you 

might feel that way.  I do have a tendency to want to take control, 

especially when I am feeling fearful or upset.  I apologize and would like to 

work together to turn this situation around.”  Audrey then admits that she is 
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afraid that Josh will meet another woman when he's out with his old 

fraternity friends and cheat.   

 

 

33. “It may not have been your intention but 
I’m noticing that __________.” 

Here is a variation on an earlier phrase that can help you move away 

from blaming your partner for the situation and simply say what you are 

noticing from a more neutral place. These magic words also help you to 

make a request when you include “and I’m wondering if_______.”  

The discussion that follows could lead to a commitment that you might 

make to one another about specific ways you’d like to be together—and your 

partner can be encouraged to stay open to you in the process without 

shutting down.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

      Abby has a full-time career and also is a semi-professional cyclist in 

her spare time.  Her partner, Ted, also has a busy career life and enjoys 

hobbies.  But he sometimes feels like Abby has put their relationship on the 

back-burner as she seems to always have something to do for work or 

cycling going on.  Ted has tried to surprise Abby with romantic get-aways, 

but they never work out. She generally has another race or meeting already 

on her schedule.   

Ted is starting to wonder if Abby even enjoys spending time with him.  

He's finding himself feeling jealous, not only of the others on her racing 

team that Abby is choosing to spend her time with, but also the cycling 

itself.  It's not even fun for Ted to watch Abby race anymore because he 

usually feels so left out and unwanted.  

      After a recent bike race, Ted and Abby are alone sharing dinner and talk about 

the race.  Ted shifts the conversation to their relationship and says, “It may not have 

been your intention but I’m noticing that we don’t seem to be spending much time 

together and I want to be with you more often.”  In the discussion that follows these 

words, Ted and Abby have the chance to stay open to one another and create 

agreements that will bring them closer together—or at least be honest with one 

another. 
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34.“I want us to be able to __________.” 

     When you use these words, you can express a willingness to look at the 

difficult situation that’s come between you two, learn from it and let it go so 

that you can move closer together. You are opening up to possible 

resolutions to the situation that is going on and you are also affirming your 

desire to move closer to connection, or reconnection, with your mate. 

It may be that putting a positive “spin” on a tendency that you and your 

mate have can help you two turn toward a connecting change or solution.  

As you acknowledge your courage to stay open and talk about your 

relationship dance and make agreements for what you'd like to do 

differently, movement toward one another can occur. 

You can also use this phrase to not only put a positive “spin” on 

something negative but you can use it to look to the future with some 

excitement. For instance, we’ve used these words to communicate about 

and envision a vacation we wanted to take in the future. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

   In a horrible misunderstanding, the flowers that Jade's husband Julian 

meant to send to Jade, were mistakenly delivered to her officemate Selena.  

This wouldn't have been such a big deal if Selena didn't have a crush on 

Julian. She made this known after having too much to drink at Jade's office 

party.  Selena has even sent Julian a few e-mails that he claims to have 

deleted without reading.   

While Jade believes that the flowers were meant for her, she can't help 

but feel a gnawing bit of doubt and jealousy.  Deep down, she fears that 

Julian likes the attention from Selena and secretly wants it to continue.  And 

while the mistake was totally the fault of the flower shop, Jade became 

angry with Julian about the whole incident-- including Selena's crush.  He 

felt defensive and an argument ensued between the two of them.  

“I want us to be able to resolve this issue between us so we can both 

learn from it and have a close, connected, passionate relationship,” Julian 

says to Jade the following morning.  Julian follows this statement up by 

asking Jade for ideas about how to send a clear message to Selena that he 
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is not interested in her and, perhaps most important of all, to repair trust 

and re-connect with one another.   

 

 

35.“You know, I really was/am angry with 
you.”   

A phrase like this can give you the ability to speak about how you are 

feeling and what's true for you about the situation.  At the same time, it 

encourages communication to stay open because it is not blame- or 

judgment-oriented. These words can help you take responsibility for your 

contribution to tension or a difficult situation. 

When choosing to use a phrase like this to express how you are feeling, 

be sure you are specific and talk about specific things that upset you—

actions that were or were not taken. You can add words like “for,” “after,” 

“when,” “because” to bring specificity to your statement. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Suzanne's employer is a temperamental guy. He’s been known to lose 

his cool and yell around over seemingly minor issues.  While Suzanne tries 

very hard to please her boss, there are undoubtedly times when she makes 

a mistake or can't meet a deadline.  And, true to his reputation, her boss 

comes down hard on her.  This time, he was so mean that Suzanne left work 

early and arrived home extremely upset, even trembling.   

Pete, Suzanne's partner, can't stand the way that Suzanne's boss treats 

her.  He'd had enough and actually called the man to let him know how he 

feels about the treatment Suzanne received.  While Suzanne feels some 

appreciation that Pete stood up for her in this way, she also is angry with 

him.  Although he was just trying to help, she fears this will make 

interactions with her boss even worse.  Deep down, Suzanne knows that she 

needs to take a stand and deal with this situation herself and she resents 

that Pete stepped in without her asking him to.  

After snapping at Pete, Suzanne took a few deep breaths and then said 

to him, “You know, I really was angry with you for calling my boss at work 

without my consent. I appreciate that you love me so much that you want to 

support me in this way—and I really need to handle this myself.”    
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Pete replies, “You know, I really did want to fix the situation for you 

when I made that call and I’m glad you told me how you felt.”  He then asks 

Suzanne how he can better support her as she decides her next step.  

     

 

 
36.“This is really important to me that 
______.”   

When you feel that your partner is either not listening to you or not 

understanding you, you can use this phrase as an opener to help you get 

your point across in a different way.   

Use this instead of “You never listen to me!” Be sure to breathe and 

clearly say words to this effect.  Stay focused on this moment and this 

situation.  Don’t, for example, accuse your mate of “never” listening to you.   

You might ask for help in finding a better way to communicate what it is 

you are saying. You can also tell your partner that he or she doesn’t have to 

agree with you in order to listen to you and understand where you are 

coming from. 

You can also use these words to make a statement about something 

that’s important. We can recall saying these words to a banker once—“This 

is really important to me that we get this loan closed this month so we won’t 

have to pay another month’s rent where we’re living right now.” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    Jen can't figure out why Steve doesn't seem to be listening to her 

requests that he share more about how he's feeling.  Jen really wants to 

know what's going on within Steve and it just doesn't seem like he is willing-

- or able-- to let her in.  This is so frustrating for Jen that she often makes 

guesses about what he's thinking or feeling which contributes to Steve 

feeling irritable and under scrutiny.   

When Jen says to him, “This is really important to me that I share this 

with you and I’m not feeling that I’m saying it in a way that you can 

understand.  Would you be willing to help me find a better way to share my 

ideas so that you can understand me?”   

     Steve takes some time to think about this and then is able to open up 

and share with Jen that he deals with his feelings differently than she does. 
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When she hounds him with questions about emotions, he feels less willing to 

share. Steve suggests some other words that Jen might use to ask about 

how he's feeling that don't feel so scrutinizing to him.  This allows them both 

to feel more ease around this issue. 

 

     
 

 
 
37.“I need to __________.” 

You can use this phrase to let your partner know what you need in a 

particular moment—and it works especially well when you notice that you 

are feeling intensely about a situation and you need a little space.  Instead 

of the typical trigger responses of “fight, flight or freeze,” you can learn to 

recognize when you are shutting down—or getting really angry-- and then 

request the space and time to sort out how you feel.  If you do this, be sure 

to agree to, and then follow-through on, a specific time that day or perhaps 

the next day to revisit the topic with your mate from a calmer, clearer place. 

You might choose to take a self-induced “time out.”  This is a way to 

communicate to your partner that you need to take some time and sort 

through how you are feeling without storming out of a room or shutting 

down.  Help your mate know that you are committed to finding a resolution 

that will feel good to you both-- that you aren’t avoiding the challenge that 

is before you. During the “time out” you might sit outside or in a calm and 

soothing environment and meditate, breathe deeply or write in a journal. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    Vicky has always been one to “take flight” when a tense situation arises.  

She used to go hide in the backyard tree house as a kid when her family got 

into arguments and now, in her relationship with Joseph, she leaves the 

house and spends the night with her sister who lives in the same city.   

     After reading a helpful relationship e-book, Vicky decides to try a 

different tactic when an intense disagreement emerges between Joseph and 

her.  Although she really wants to pack a bag and go to her sister's house, 

Vicky chooses to stay.  She says to Joseph, “I need to have a little time so I 

can put words to what I’m feeling. I’ll come back together with you to talk 

about this when I can get clear.”  They set up a specific time to revisit this 
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issue and Vicky goes into the spare bedroom to be alone with her emotions 

instead of running away to her sister’s house.  
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38.“When you are __________, I feel 
__________.” 

This is an example of how to introduce a specific request while honoring 

and expressing how you feel.  If you feel angry or other heightened 

emotions, take time to work through those intense feelings first, then 

communicate your request. 

The intention behind these words is not to induce guilt or blame.  They 

provide you with a way to share how you feel when your mate behaves in a 

particular way and to then ask for a specific change.  Be open and listen to 

what how your partner feels and what he or she is willing to agree to with 

you.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    Jack is a school teacher and, because of his schedule, he picks the kids 

up from school and prepares dinner each night for his family. Jack's wife, 

Gwen, works longer hours and sometimes is called to evening meetings.  

There are times that she gets caught up in her day and the demands of her 

work and she forgets to call Jack to let him know that she'll be home late.  

This has led to quite a few arguments and incidences of hurt feelings 

between them.  Jack feels like he is taken for granted and is not being 

treated with respect.  Gwen always intends to call if she's going to be late, 

but when it comes down to it, she feels like Jack should understand that her 

job is the way that it is. Sometimes she remembers to call Jack, but it's in 

the middle of the meeting and she can't just get up and leave. 

     The next time that Gwen arrives home late without having called, Jack 

says to her, “When you’re late and you don’t call, I feel that I’m not being 

honored and respected.  I don’t feel loved and I feel unimportant to you.  I 

know you’re busy and I want to have a closer, more loving connection with 

you. Can we talk about how we can resolve this?”   

 

     Being met with words like this rather than anger or resentment, it is 

easier for Gwen to stay open and to really work with Jack on a plan that fits 

Gwen's work-life. This also allows Jack to stay informed of her changing 

schedule and plans and they both feel more connected to each other. 
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39.“I recognize that __________.”  

    This type of statement works best when you two have a prior agreement 

to recognize (and help each other recognize) when the past may be coming 

into the present.  A willingness to listen and not become defensive when 

your partner poses this observation to you is essential.  

     This phrase can be a starting point for you two to talk about the 

underlying feelings and beliefs that might be lurking beneath the issue that's 

come up.  You can identify whether it really is about your current situation 

and relationship or perhaps is residue from a past experience that you could 

then choose to begin letting go of. 

     There are quite a few words you could use with this phrase to create a 

bridge to what you want to say… 

     -“you” (didn’t know where I was coming from when I said that) 

     -“I” (didn’t really talk to you about this before I did it) 

     -“we” (had an agreement about this and____) 

     -“something” (changed in your plans) 

     -“it’s” (not as easy as I’m making it out to be) 

     -“your” (way of looking at this situation is different from mine and ____) 

     -“it” (wasn’t your intention to be late for the party) 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

  Shannon sometimes feels like she's in a relationship with two people-- 

her boyfriend Jared and his ex Cheri.  Frequently, Jared becomes angry and 

jealous when he feels Shannon is not acting appropriately with other men.  

The comments that Jared makes to Shannon at times like these cause her to 

wonder if he's not confusing this present situation with something that 

happened in his past with Cheri.  

It is frustrating for Shannon, but she knows that meeting his jealous 

anger with her own irritated anger at being unfairly accused only makes 

things worse.  Instead, Shannon tries a different approach and says to 

Jared, “I recognize that there may be a problem between the two of us but 

I’m also wondering if the issue may be about another relationship and not so 

much about this one?”   

He denies this for a few moments and then stops and really thinks 

about what she's asked.  In that space, Jared is able to tune into his feelings 
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about being cheated on by his ex. He realizes that there’s some truth to 

what Shannon is saying and decides to try to distinguish his unresolved 

feelings from the past—from the now so he can focus more on this current 

situation with Shannon. 
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40.“I’m sorry for hurting you by saying 
__________. It wasn’t my intention to upset 
or cause you pain. How could I re-word or 
share my feelings about __________ 
differently in the future?”   

      Many times particular words or phrases have painful negative 

connotations for people.  You may not be aware that a certain phrase is a 

trigger for past hurt for your partner.  Or, you might be aware of your 

partner's trigger, but not know how better to communicate what it is you 
have to say.   

     Acknowledge that your words felt hurtful to your partner and then ask if 

there is other  language you could use in the future to communicate your 

feelings about this particular topic.   

 

      You never know how someone will react to you using a certain word or 

phrase. Sometimes, a certain word can take a person back to a place that 
he or she remembers as a negative experience.  

      In our own relationship, for a long time, Otto didn’t like it when Susie 

used the word “budget” when we talked about our finances because of the 

negative connotation he had with budgets from a past work experience. We 

had to use a different word when communicating for awhile so Otto would 

be totally present in a discussion and his feelings and attention were not 

somewhere in the past. Now, using the word “budget” is acceptable and 

comfortable for Otto because he’s worked through this issue. 
  

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    Carrie associates the word “obey” spoken with a strong tone of voice 

with feeling afraid of her father's angry temperament.  For Carrie, this word 

has very scary, negative and even oppressive connotations and induces 

tense and contracting reactions in her body.   

 

     Her partner, Lou, didn't realize how strongly Carrie gets triggered by the 

word “obey.”  He typically becomes irritated with Carrie when she stiffens 

and closes down when he uses this word.  
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     But then one day, after she really got upset when he used the word 

when speaking about one of their daughters, Lou decides to make a shift.  

     Rather than judge Carrie for being triggered in this way or belittle her 

feelings, he says, “I am sorry for upsetting you by saying the word “obey.” 

It was not my intention to cause you pain. How could I re-word my feelings 

about parenting differently in the future?”   

    Together, Carrie and Lou come up with some alternative words that they 

could use when communicating about parenting. 
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41.“I love it when __________.”  

These magic words could be used to talk about something you want, 

something that’s important to you, something you want to shift and change 

or even when you want nothing at all but would like to acknowledge your 

partner and share your feelings. 

 

      Very often, we’re tempted to say things that take us away from what we 

want in a relationship or marriage. We tend to forget or not acknowledge 

what we love about our partner. These magic words could be used in almost 

any situation to build a better bond and closer connection—and to reinforce 

what’s going “right.” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    Patti has decided that it's time to verbalize her love and appreciation for 

her husband Bob more often.  She creates a list of specific things she loves 

about him and the way they interact with one another.  She plans to read 

the list to Bob as they cuddle on the couch that evening.  Here are some 

items from her list: 

 

 I love it when we’re feeling close and connected and I want to do 

 more things to create that in our life. 

 I love it when we take time just for us. 

 I love it when you help me around the house without being asked. 

 I love it when you offer to give me a back rub when you know I’ve 

 been running around like crazy throughout the day. 

 I love it when you look at me in that special way like that. 
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42.“I appreciate you for ________.” 

One of the most powerful practices you can either do alone or with your 

partner is to share your appreciation. By focusing on what’s going right, 

what you like and celebrate about your mate, you communicate to him or 

her what's helping you feel close.  You encourage these great habits to 

continue.   

This phrase gives your mate specific kudos from you which gives him or 

her feedback about what you like. Information like this feels good to you 

both at the same time!   

Appreciation is a fabulous connecting practice in any relationship. When 

you add the word “for” and make your appreciating specific, it is much more 

meaningful than a general statement. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    Bruce knows that when his mother visits, it is tough on his wife Michelle.  

Even though Michelle tries very hard to make Bruce's mom's stay with them 

pleasant and comfortable, his mother seems to find fault with everything-- 

including Michelle herself.  Bruce has tried to talk with his mother about 

easing up on Michelle and recently, she did make an attempt to tone down 

her criticisms—but it still grates on Michelle’s nerves. 

For her part, Michelle tries to stay positive during these visits and re-

directs the conversation when Bruce's mother starts to pick at the house, 

the kids or Michelle's wardrobe.  Although he loves his mother dearly, Bruce 

sometimes doesn't know how Michelle puts up with it.  

     After Bruce's mother heads home, Bruce turns to Michelle and hugs her 

saying, “I appreciate you for being so patient and kind with my mother.”  

Michelle, who is aware that Bruce spoke with his mom on her behalf says, “I 

appreciated that you spoke to your mom and asked her to be nicer.”   

     Although the whole visit was stressful and tense, Bruce and Michelle are 

happy that they've found a way to stay close and connected.  Showing 

appreciation brings them even closer. 
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43.“This feels good to be __________.” 

Don't forget to celebrate when you've reached an agreement or solution 

to a challenge AND moved closer together in the process.  Too often people 

focus in critically on how they could improve their relationship, 

communication, etc. and don't acknowledge the times that they actually stay 

open (or return to open after closing down) and strengthen connection and 

love.  

When you’ve connected in the midst of a difficult situation, be sure to 

acknowledge that success! 

To give you some more ideas for mini-celebrations, here are some other 

ways to finish this sentence… 

-“alone with you without the kids” 

      -“not have to worry about money since you got that new job” 

      -“taking a family vacation at the beach” 

      -“in the running for this award” 

      

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Shane and Claire are slowly rebuilding trust after a very tough year.  

After he found out that Claire was having an affair, Shane began to explore 

online dating sites and started communicating with a woman online.  When 

both of their infidelities were exposed, the two decided to stop cheating, 

stay together and try to repair the damage.   

For several months, Shane continued to see Claire as the entire problem 

in their relationship because she's the one who cheated first.  However, after 

working with a relationship coach, Shane has been able to take 

responsibility for his role in their previously disconnected relationship.  Claire 

is also opening up to forgiving herself and becoming more trustable to 

Shane.  
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      After attending a party together and running into the man that Claire 

had the affair with, Shane and Claire were able to take a few moments and 

check in with one another about how each was feeling.  For the first time, 

they were able to move closer together in the face of this reminder of the 

painful past.  Shane says to Claire, “Hey, this feels good to be able to work 
this out and still stay connected.”  Claire very much agrees. 

 

 

 

44.“I am committed to __________.”  

     When you feel like your relationship has taken a turn in a direction that 

you don't want it to go, sometimes declaring your intention can be helpful.  

Making a commitment to rebuild trust when it has been weakened or feels 

broken can be a powerful way to shift back toward connection and 

closeness.  

     It’s vital that a spoken commitment or agreement is followed up with 

congruent action.  You and your partner might decide to write out specific 

ways you can each positively contribute to rebuilding trust and then notice 

and complement one another when you carry out these actions. 

     A statement like, “I am committed to_______” can also be really 

powerful in smaller ways like—“I am committed to helping out around the 

house more by making sure the dishes are washed after dinner.” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

 Kayla has reached her limit with the current state of her relationship 

with Jason.  It seems like they regularly taunt each other with attempts to 

provoke jealousy and then threats to leave. This has gone on too long and 

Kayla doesn't even remember why she thought it was a good idea in the 

first place to play the jealousy “game.”   

After making her internal decision to change, Kayla tells Jason, “I am 

committed to rebuilding trust in our relationship by stopping my part in the 

jealousy game we play.”  She shares with him that she believes they cannot 

move closer together and have the kind of relationship that she wants by 

trying to make each other jealous.   

Kayla asks him if he is willing to learn and practice new ways of being 

together.  Jason replies that he doesn’t like this “game” any more than she 
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does and he is willing to stop.  They start looking online for resources that 

can help them move from jealousy and mistrust to connection.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

45.“I really want __________.”  

When you approach your life from a place of choice rather than “have 

to,” you can feel freer to enjoy the life you have and the relationship you are 

in.  You also can feel empowered to make changes so that this relationship 

you are choosing can be closer to what you want. You can give yourself 

permission to want what you want and then acknowledge it. 

 

      This sentence helps you and your partner open to a greater abundance 

of love. Here are some examples of words that you can add on to this 

phrase… 

-“to” (be able to communicate better with you) 

      -“us” (to spend more time together) 

      -“a” (better life than our parents had) 

      -“you” (and your love) 

       

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

   Jessica grew up with the belief that once you are married, you are 

married for life.  Divorce was absolutely not acceptable in her family and her 

church.  Now that Jessica is an adult, she has retained that belief even 

though her religious views have changed somewhat.   

When Jessica's husband became distant and cold toward her, she felt 

upset and sad. Then, after discovering that he'd had an affair, Jessica was 

angry and felt trapped.  Jessica took some time to really feel into herself 

and explore what she wants.   

She realized that she could choose to divorce her husband-- even 

despite what she was taught growing up.  Knowing that staying or leaving 
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her marriage is a choice that Jessica gets to make for herself allowed her to 

feel clear about what she wants to do.   

     When her husband came to her with assurances that the affair is over 

and asking for forgiveness, Jessica makes her decision.  She tells him, “I 

really want our marriage to work and it has to change for that to happen. 

I’m choosing to be with you in this moment.”  She chooses to stay in the 

marriage for the time being and see if they can rebuild trust.   

 

     
 

46.“I believe that __________.”  

When you use this phrase, it can help you clarify your true feelings 

when you think you might have been misunderstood, as well as validate and 

encourage your partner. If you are sincere, it can be a powerful heart-

opener and can smooth tense communication misunderstandings. 

Here are some ways you could use it… 

-“I believe you really do care about me and when you don’t call, 

sometimes my fears work overtime.”  

-“I believe that you really do respect me in a lot of ways and this hurt 

me.”  

-“I believe you really want to pull your weight with household chores 

even though it doesn’t always happen.” 

The key here is to make sure you focus on using these words to 

reinforce the positive instead of the negative. You could even use them to 

explain what your partner means to you, like “I believe that you are the 

greatest thing that’s ever happened to me.”   

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

      Jillian is a competitive businesswoman. She is known for displaying a 

certain ferocity in board meetings. Unfortunately, this aura and reputation 

seeps into her relationship with Andrew.  

 

    When there’s a disagreement about how to complete a project around the 

house or whether or not to make a large purchase, Andrew feels like Jillian 

will always “win.” He often becomes quiet and lets her “have her way.” 

Jillian can sense Andrew’s resentment and resignation. She doesn’t like this 
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at all and would like to make a shift in their relationship. She wants him to 

give his opinion, but he just seems to cave in to her which is really irritating.  

 

    Jillian says to Andrew, “I believe that there’s more than one way this can 

work and I want to hear your ideas. I know that I have strong opinions and 

it’s my intention to do a better job of listening with respect and attention to 

what you think. I want us to come together to find the best solution to 

whatever the situation might be.” 

 

    Andrew is relieved to hear this and realizes that he often makes Jillian 

more powerful in his mind than her actual actions show. He resolves to be 

more assertive when sharing and not make the assumption that it has to be 

“her” way. 
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47.“Here’s how I’m intending this to be 
__________.” 

A phrase like this, followed by a positive intention, gives your partner 

specific information about where you are and what you want pertaining to a 

particular topic.   

Using words like these can set the stage for more open communication 

and can also affirm the expectations you are creating and sustaining about 

that topic or issue.   

 

     Perhaps your mate will even join you in shifting his or her expectations 

and be more in alignment with yours as you set this powerful example.   

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Terry and Kris have always clashed when it comes to making difficult 

parenting decisions.  They both have strong ideas about how to parent and, 

unfortunately, they each perceive the other as holding an opposing position.   

      When Terry and Kris' son starts to get into more trouble at school, both 

of them cringe at the idea of having to negotiate another stubborn parenting 

discussion with one another.   

     This time, however, Terry comes to Kris with the opener, “Here’s how 

I’m intending this to be--I intend to stay open and be a team player with 

you so that we can choose the next best step when it comes to our son. I 

believe that we can do this and both feel good about what that choice is.”  
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48.“How can we make this situation 
________?”  

     Many of us believe that in order to “deserve” what we each want in life, 

we have to work hard for it.  The same goes for our relationships.  How 

many times have you heard yourself or someone else talk about “working 

hard” to change a habit, pattern, etc.?  

 

     Sometimes it is taking it all so seriously and expecting a struggle that 

stands in the way of you having what you most want. There are often ways 

to create the connection and relationship you desire that were there all 

along, but remained unseen. When we lighten up and open up to ease, 

solutions can be known and life can even seem more fun! 

     One way to do this is to add words to this sentence-starter to flip it on its 

end to be more positive. Here are some examples… 

     -“work” (to our benefit or for everyone) 

     -“be” (more the way we want it to be) 

     -“feel better” (to everyone involved) 

     -“more” (like what we want)  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

  Since he had an affair 2 years ago, Julie and her husband Phil have 

been working very hard to rebuild trust in their relationship.  After ending 

and admitting the affair to Julie, Phil has been vigilant about staying 

transparent about what he's doing, who he's with and being completely open 

to any questions Julie has had.   

Phil and Julie have worked through trust-building courses together and 

have attended several couples' workshops about surviving infidelity.  All of 

this is working and both Phil and Julie feel like trust is stronger than it's ever 

been between them.  The trouble is that they don't seem to make time for 

fun. It all seems so heavy and “deep.”   

One day Phil says to Julie, “I feel really good about the trust-building 

we've been doing over the past couple of years, and I would also like to 

bring more of a sense of passion and aliveness into our relationship. How 

can we make this situation easier and more fun?”   Julie is excited about this 
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idea as well and, together, they begin to come up with new ways to create 

more spark between them. 

 

 

  

49.“What I'm feeling is __________ and I’d 
like to feel __________.”  

This statement allows you to compare and contrast what you used to 

have in your relationship or marriage and what you'd like to have again. You 

can do this without blaming your mate.  It may also simply be an 

observation of what you feel at this time and what you'd like to feel.   

Another way you could say this is “What I’m feeling is ______ and what 

I’d like to feel more of is________.” 

What makes this sentence so great is that nobody wants to hear “You 

used to _____ and now you don't anymore.”  Words like this only cause 

distance and defensiveness.  Instead, these magic words help you to own 

how you are feeling and to affirm to your partner that you'd like to feel 

differently.  Statements like this can help your mate know the direction 

you'd like to point toward and how he or she can help you in that goal with 

supporting actions or words.  If there are specific ways your partner can be 

supportive, make requests to share that.   

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     “What I'm feeling now is distant from you and I’d like to feel close to 

you,” Andy says to his partner Lindsay.  Lindsay, who's been very busy 

trying to adjust to the birth of their second child, is a bit surprised and taken 

aback by Andy's words.  Although she is tired from late nights and frequent 

feedings of the new baby, she can understand how Andy is feeling.   

     Lindsay tells Andy that she feels the same way but she doesn't see how 

they can create more time together. She is tired all of the time after all!  

Andy comes up with some ideas that will give Lindsay more opportunity to 

rest and recharge her energy.  He also suggests some simple yet connecting 

ways they can be close in the midst of caring for a young and busy family.   
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50.“You’re so __________.” 

Whenever you hear someone start a sentence off with the words… 

”You’re so,” you can almost guarantee that the conversation is about to get 

ugly pretty quickly. 

We suggest that instead of following up “You’re so” with blame, 

judgments, accusations and unkind words or thoughts, you choose to say 

something the other person would appreciate hearing.  

In other words, consciously decide to use these words and what comes 

after them as a way to encourage openness in your partner and invite him 

or her to connect with you instead of withdraw from you.  

How you might do this is to take the words “You’re so” and follow them 

up with words like—kind, loving, sexy, funny, intelligent, thoughtful, smart, 

considerate, great with the kids or even something like—“You’re so nice to 

me especially when I don’t feel well.”  

 

     As we’ve been suggesting throughout this entire book, do your best to 

find ways to accent the positive as often as you can. These words are ones 

that will serve you well as you do that.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship Words in 
Action… 
 

     Kari was almost in tears. She was allowing her jealousy to control her 

and, in the process, ruin the best and most important relationship she had 

ever had.  

 

     Late one night she couldn’t reach her boyfriend Rod on the phone and 

she just “knew” he was out with someone else. The trouble is—he wasn’t.  

 

     He was really tired and had to get up early so he turned off his phone so 

he could get some much need sleep. Kari, visibly shaken because of her 

runaway thoughts, decided to go over to Rod’s house and see who he was 

with. When she got to his house, she couldn’t take it anymore and went up 

to the door and started banging on it so loudly that not only did it wake Rod 

up, but also his neighbors!  

     As you might imagine, Rod was furious and told Kari to leave--if she 

couldn’t trust him to be out of her sight for one evening, then he was going 

to have to seriously reevaluate whether he wanted to continue the 

relationship with her.  
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     After a lot of pleading, Kari got Rod to agree to talk with her a couple of 

days later. During that time, the impact of his words shook her so much that 

she knew she had to take an honest look at her jealousy and figure out how 

to stop it before it was too late.  

 

     When Kari saw Rod, she broke down once again and in the midst of her 

crying, she told him, “You’re so wonderful. You’re so kind, loving and are 

truly the best partner I could ever hope for. Please believe me when I say 

that I’m totally committed to getting to bottom of my jealousy issues and 

solving them for good.” 

     We don’t know if Kari and Rod are still together, but what we do know is 

that these words were so heart-opening and so powerful that Rod agreed to 

start fresh again with Kari in that moment.  

 

     Never forget the power of true openness, honesty and the courage and 

willingness to change. It can be amazing.  
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51.“Would you be willing to help me feel 
connected to you by __________?”  

When people feel disconnected from one another, they usually don’t 

want to bring it up and they simply walk around not dealing with the big 

elephant in the middle of the room. 

Talking about disconnection can be tricky because if you simply say that 

you feel disconnected, your partner might feel frustrated and defensive after 

you share that you feel disconnected from him or her. He or she may not 

have a clue about how you specifically want to re-connect.   

One of the best ways to talk about disconnection is to make requests for 

the specific ways you like to connect and reconnect.  Your concrete 

suggestions can help ease frustration and open the door to renewed 

closeness. 

 

     Once again, the key to really making these words work is specificity and 

coming from a place of openness and a desire to connect. As we’ve said in 

previous chapters, it’s turning toward the positive and what you want that 

will make all the difference in your communication. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     When Chuck is busy with race season, his girlfriend Sam usually 

becomes jealous.  She is a huge supporter of Chuck's running, but she also 

feels that during the months in which many races are held, their relationship 

takes a backseat.  Sam often gets jealous of Chuck's female friends who are 

on his race team and even of running itself.   

Sam realizes her jealous tendencies and resolves to do things differently 

this time around.  When Sam senses that Chuck's attentions are turning 

more toward his running and training, she says to him, “Would you be 

willing to help me feel connected to you by setting up regular date nights 

with me during race season?” Sam feels like having a weekly date in which 

she and Chuck can re-connect with one another will help her feel special and 

perhaps less likely to get jealous.  
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52.“Let’s look at where we are right now and 
turn toward where we want to go.”  

These words are not only to be said to your partner but they can also be 

used as a reminder to yourself. Try them when you catch yourself focusing 

on a negative event, situation, or something that might take you and your 

partner away from the love and connection you both want. 

     Come into the present moment and talk about what you each would like 

for your relationship right now.  Avoid blaming either of you for why it isn't 

as close as you want it to be already and turn away from fears or doubts 

that you could ever have what you want in your relationship.   

 

     Instead, focus on what will take you closer to what you want--choosing a 

next step that will point you in the direction of your desire.  Be sure to 

celebrate the successes you experience along the way. If you do feel like 

you are falling into old habits that aren't in alignment with what you want, 

recognize those and shift toward what you want.  

     As Napoleon Hill said in his classic book, Think and Grow Rich: “Here’s 

the first step: Start right where you are. Go as far as you can see. When 

you get there you will see even further.”  Be where you are and observe 

that place with as little judgment as you can.   

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

Jeffrey feels overwhelmed when he thinks about the mess his 

relationship seems to be at the moment.  He's not ready to give up and 

leave his relationship with Sheri, but with what’s happened in the past and 

his anger issues, he just doesn't see how they'll ever get from where they 

are now to being happy and connected-- which is where they'd both like to 

be.  

The counselor they've been working with suggested that they each 

practice living in the present moment by focusing on where they are, while 

also being clear about where they want to go. The counselor also advised 

them to only try to figure out their next best step rather than mapping out 

the entire road they might take to where they want to be in their 

relationship.  
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Sheri says to Jeffrey, “Let’s do what our counselor suggested and look 

at where we are right now and turn toward where we want to go.” This, 

along with their counselor's advice, helps him to feel less overwhelmed. 

Together they begin to come up with specific ways they want to continue 

the healing and trust rebuilding-- one step 

at a time.  

 

 

53.“If I sense you are falling into your 
pattern of __________, what would be a way 
you would like me to help you become aware 
of what you’re doing?” 

We all have habits that involve us reacting to a situation from a past 

mindset.  When you and your partner are calm and relaxed, you can each 

identify your tendencies and then ask one another to help you come back to 

the present. 

Make sure that the interruption to the limiting habit or pattern will be 

effective for your partner.  It probably wouldn't be helpful if you take it upon 

yourself to come up with the words or actions. Instead, listen to what your 

mate feels would be helpful for him or her. And always make sure you have 

an agreement to do this before you offer unsolicited help. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    When Jodi launches into interrogating questions with her husband Frank 

after they've been apart, it's clear that she's experiencing a wave of jealousy 

and fear.  Frank has never had an affair, but Jodi's ex-husband did and she 

still holds on to the past pain. She worries that it will happen again in her 

new marriage.  

     Jodi really wants to let go of the past including her jealous tendencies.  

She knows how damaging jealousy is to her marriage to Frank and how 

much her suspicions hurt him.  Knowing that Jodi intends to release her 

jealousy, Frank asks her, “If I sense you are falling into your jealous fears, 

what would be a way you would like me to help you become aware of what 

you’re doing?”  

     Together, they come up with some words or phrases that are 

comfortable to both of them that can help Jodi interrupt her jealousy. She 

asks him to hold her hand and look in her eyes as a signal to remind her to 

stop worrying falsely that he’s cheating on her. 
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54.“Right now, I’d like to be loved by 
__________.”   

It is important that you share with your partner how you would like to 

be loved and feel supported. Your mate is not a mind-reader!  If not having 

to deal with a particular household chore would help you feel supported and 

make your life easier, communicate that and make a request.  If you would 

like your partner to verbally express his or her love to you more frequently, 

communicate that as well. 

If you are feeling fearful or upset, sometimes feeling the closeness and 

love of your partner can be helpful.  Don’t expect him or her to “fix” your 

fearful feelings for you.  But you can give your partner an idea of how you 

are feeling and then request physical touch or whatever you need as you 

shift toward improved feelings. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    When Cindy feels insecure, she often withdraws and becomes very 

distant from her partner Jake.  Jake really doesn't know how to help her 

during times like these and sometimes will take her mood or behavior 

personally.  His attempts to comfort and reach out to her never seem to be 

what she wants.  He’s frustrated and doesn’t know what to do. 

     The next time Cindy is dealing with a bout of fearful worrying, she is able 

to say to Jake, “I’m feeling insecure. Right now, I would like to be loved by 

having you hold me close and look in my eyes so that I can feel your love.”   

     There doesn’t have to be a big discussion about what's going on with 

Cindy and Jake literally doesn't have to say a thing.  Because Cindy was able 

to ask for what she wants, Jake could support her in a way that is helpful. 

This allows them both to feel connected.  
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55.“Is there anything you’ve ever wanted to 
try but thought it would be silly or 
embarrassing?”  

      This question is a playful, heart-opening way to connect with your 

partner and to really “feel” into him or her. If this seems silly or something 

you’re resisting, just put that thought on hold for a moment. 

Don't assume that what your partner liked when you were first dating is 

still what he or she prefers. This applies both in and out of the bedroom.   

This question could just as easily apply to where you want to go on 

vacation or a new food you’ve wanted to try. 

Have the courage and take the time to ask your love what he or she 

likes, or what he or she might want to try.  Then, if you both are willing, do 

it! 

It's never too late to experiment within your relationship.  You can 

infuse your connection with more passion and spark than ever before-- but 

only if you step out of your usual mode and ask your partner to try 

something new.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

   “What’s the most erotic or exciting thing I could ever do to turn you on? 

Is there anything you’ve ever wanted to try but thought it would be silly or 

embarrassing?” These are the words that Charles spoke to his wife of 35 

years, Janice, as they sat side by side reading the newspaper.  To tell the 

truth, Janice was a bit shocked when he said them!  As she puts the paper 

down to look over at him, she feels appreciation that after all these years, 

Charles is showing that he wants to keep their intimacy spicy.   

     Janice thinks about Charles' question and shares some suggestions with 

him. None of what she says causes Charles to feel lacking or deficient in 

anyway.  Instead, the whole conversation is exciting to both.  Janice asks 
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Charles the same question and they formulate plans for that evening. They 

also decide to take a “field trip” to a book store and check out the section 

that caters to married couples who want to spice up their love lives. 

 

      

 

56.“How can we finally let go of what 
happened in the past?” 

When a betrayal, an argument, mis-spoken words or another form of 

hurt happens in a relationship, it might take time for the issue to be 

completely resolved.  You or your mate might be holding on to what 

happened and the painful feelings associated with it.  It could be that a new 

and deeper layer of feeling can emerge that either of you were unaware of 

before.  

Making completions and gaining closure on something that is driving 

you two apart is vital.  If you want to be free to love one another as closely 

and connectedly as you'd like, then take the time to check in with your 

partner and ask how you can help make the completions that need to be 

made.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    Drew says to her partner Kevin, “How can we finally let go of what 

happened in the past?”  She knows that she deeply hurt his feelings when 

she sided with her family in a dispute between Kevin and them several years 

ago.   

      Since then, although Drew has apologized, it seems that Kevin is still 

feeling hurt because he brings the incident up whenever they have an 

argument.  Even if he doesn’t bring it up at those times, the incident seems 

to be as fresh as if it happened yesterday. 

When Drew asks Kevin for help in making a completion, he sees that 

she is genuinely sorry that he was hurt.  Kevin wants to let go of his hurt as 

well.  He misses their closeness.  He is able to speak again his feelings 

about what happened and, this time, he can really hear and feel Drew's 

heart-felt apology. Kevin can now see that at the time, she didn’t see she 

had any other choice—but now she does.  This helps Kevin to forgive Drew 

and release that past argument. 
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57.“I can do __________ and I’m not willing 
or unable to do __________.” 

     When setting boundaries with your partner, be clear about what you can 

and cannot do. When your partner makes a request of you, take a few 

moments-- or more if you need it-- to really tune in to what you want.  Most 

of the time you can find a way to meet your mate's request, at least to 

some degree, while staying true to what you feel strongly about or want to 

do.   

     Steer clear of habitual, automatic responses of either “yes” or “no.” To 

help you give your partner clear, verbal responses, become aware of what 

your internal “yes” and “no” are. For example, the sensation of “no” in your 

body might feel heavy in your belly area. The sensation of “yes” in your 

body might be warmth in your heart area.  

     The point is to feel into yourself and be sure that you are staying open, 

available and also listening to yourself for your “true” answer and your own 

needs.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

 Evan feels really strung out.  He's been visiting his mother who's in the 

hospital which has been emotionally and physically draining for him.  On top 

of that, Evan's boss has called on him to head up a new project at work 

which has required more concentration and hours spent at the office.  So 

when Evan's partner Celine asked him to start helping their daughter with 

homework each evening, he felt like he just couldn't take anymore.  He 

couldn't even respond at that moment and stormed out of the room.  

When Evan was able to take some deep breaths and feel into what was 

happening in his body. He felt tightness in his chest and fear that he was 

“losing it.”  He realized that Celine wasn't trying to make his life more 
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difficult.  He knows that she also has a very busy schedule and 

acknowledges that her request is not outrageous.  

In fact, he'd welcome the chance to help out his daughter and spend 

more time with her-- except that right now, with the way his life is, it seems 

overwhelming to him. 

When he tuned into himself, he felt a definite “no” in his body right now 

to helping his daughter every night, even though he wants to help her. 

When he thought of helping her only on Thursday evenings when he had a 

lighter load at work, he felt himself feeling lighter—and a “yes.” 

When Evan returns to Celine, he apologizes for not responding to her 

request.  He tells her how stressed out and pulled he feels at this time—and 

he realizes that she’s stressed too.  He also says that he wants to support 

their daughter and spend time with her.   

He says, “I can help our daughter with her homework on Thursday 

evenings each week right now; but as long as my mom’s in the hospital and 

I’m working on this project at work, I’m not able to do this every evening. 

I’d be glad to help her more often as my workload gets lighter.” 

Celine is relieved to have Evan's support in this-- even though it's not 

exactly what she asked for-- and she volunteers to help their daughter with 

homework the other weeknights until Evan’s situation changes. 
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58.“I would like to create an agreement 
around this situation. Would you be willing to 
do that?”  

To make sure that you and your partner are on the same page with the 

situation you are discussing, try these magic words. Invite your partner to 

communicate with you about what’s going on and together, come to an 

agreement that you both feel good about. 

This requires each of you to come to the discussion without an agenda 

like this—“My way is the only way.” It calls for you to open your heart and 

truly listen to each other without shutting out the ideas that are put forth. 

Keep defensiveness out of it. 

If you can’t accept each other’s solution to the problem, open to talking 

about a third way that you both can agree on. 

One final thing about these magic words—saying the words, “I would 

like to create an agreement around this situation” by itself is only a 

statement of what you want. As you continue and ask your partner to make 

an agreement, you are tapping in to what can really make this work for you. 

     

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

     Like many couples, Jessica and Brian frequently get into arguments 

about household chores.  Just about nobody likes to do them and just about 

everybody has a different preference for the level of tidiness or cleanliness 

in a living space.   
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Brian really likes a neat and tidy home.  He and Jessica both work 

outside the home and he expects Jessica to do her share in the home care. 

Troubles arise because Jessica places a higher priority on exercising and 

playing with their kids in her free time—rather than cleaning or picking up 

around the house.   

“I’d like to create an agreement about house cleaning. Would you be 

willing to do that?” Brian says to Jessica one day after feeling like he does it 

all.  First of all, they come up with a statement about household chores that 

they could both agree on--"We agree to share in household chores so that 

we can enjoy a relationship that is free from resentment and filled with 

trust, intimacy, passion and fun!"  

They talk about what a “clean house” means to each of them. They each 

listen without chiming in and getting defensive. Then they talk about what 

household chores would be “acceptable” to each of them to be done weekly 

and monthly.  

     They also make specific agreements about who will be responsible for 

particular tasks as they set up clear, yet flexible, time frames during which 

each person will get the house cleaning chore done.    
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59.“Okay, here’s what I think we’re agreeing 
to __________. Is this your understanding?”  

Use this magic words phrase as a “recap” after you create your 

agreements—so that each of you are clear about what you’ve agreed to. 

Very often, you may think you have an “agreement” with someone 

when it has really been just a one-sided conversation. One or both of you 

may have heard something different from what’s been said and it’s really 

important to recap what you think has been said and make any necessary 

clarifications. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

To continue with our previous example of Jessica and Brian in our last 

chapter… 

When it seemed that their discussion was ending, Brian said, “Okay, 

here’s what we’re agreeing to. Is this your understanding?” He then recaps 

their discussion. 

Jessica listens to his recap and tells him that it all sounds good except 

that her understanding is that he is cleaning the upstairs bathroom instead 

of her. Brian tells her that that wasn’t his understanding but he is willing to 

clean it if she agrees to run the vacuum cleaner in the family room every 

two days. She agrees and they are both satisfied. 

They write their agreement out and put it on the refrigerator so that 

they each remember what was agreed upon. 
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60.“What are some ways we can remind 
ourselves of this agreement?”  

When you make agreements, it’s easy to forget about them and slip 

back into old habits. In order for agreements to make lasting changes, both 

individually and as a couple, you need to think of ways that you can 

remember to follow through on what you have agreed to.  

Using this question can help you generate some ideas. 

If either of you is not sticking to your agreements, it’s not helpful to 

point a finger of blame at the “offender.” This response will only put the 

person on the defensive and make keeping the agreement further out of 

reach. 

Take primary responsibility for your own actions and make sure that 

you are doing what you agreed to.  If it seems that your partner is not 

following through, you might ask him or her if talking about the agreement 

again and re-evaluating it would be helpful. 

You might also ask how you can help support your partner in following 

through on the agreement.  You and your partner can build upon the 

agreements and what you’ve decided to move toward in your relationship by 

considering the next logical  steps you might take.  Listen to each other and 

know that there is not only “one” path to what you want.  Try what feels 

logical and resonates most with you both and see how you feel. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
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     Rachel and Jack have decided to really focus in on rebuilding trust in 

their relationship.  They've been on shaky ground for several years now and 

have fallen into patterns of secrecy and even lying.  Some of this stems 

from the brief affair that Jack had and some of it was already going on 

before the infidelity.  

They've come up with a list of agreements that they believe will help 

foster trust and encourage them to get closer to one another.  

After writing down their agreements and posting the list in their 

bedroom, Rachel asks Jack, “What are some other ways we can remind 

ourselves of these agreements?”   

They decide that they will each take responsibility for their own 

behaviors and also make a point of congratulating one another when, for 

example, they notice the other person is following through on being more 

honest and open in his or her communicating.   

They decide to check in with each other every week about how they 

both feel they are doing keeping their agreements. 
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61.“I want __________.” 

     Telling someone else what you want can be difficult. There are often all 

kinds of fears that come when you think about saying what you want. 

Sometimes you find yourself worrying about things like “How will my partner 

react,” “What will he say?” “Will she be upset?” “Will my partner come up 

with some excuse why I can’t have what I want?” “Will me saying what I 
want cause another blowout fight?” or even worse.  

     There’s also your own negative self-talk that might get in the way of you 
feeling appropriate or deserving of having what you desire.  

     Going within to learn exactly what you want and then communicating it 

to your partner (or another person in your life) is one of the most important 

things you’ll ever do to have the personal happiness you really want.  

 

     If you don’t give yourself permission to want what you want and to have 

what you want, you’re probably not going to have a very happy life 
experience.  

     You can use the sentence starter “I want_______” to communicate about 

something as simple as what you’d like for dinner—what new electronic 

gadget you’d like to have—as well as about things that are deeper and more 

involved like sharing what it is you want more of from your partner.   
 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

   When Bret is out at a club or party, he just loves chatting, dancing and 

having fun with everyone, especially the attractive women in the room.  This 
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is fine except that Bret has been dating Allison for several months now. 

When they’re alone, Bret seems to be the most devoted boyfriend, but when 

they are out in public, he almost ignores Allison.  

She doesn't think that he'd actually go home with another woman, but 

because of the way he acts, Allison really can't be sure.  Many Saturday 

nights, Allison finds herself being consoled by friends as Bret “works” the 

room.  

“I want a committed, loving, exclusive relationship with you and when 

we are out in social settings, I don’t feel your commitment to just being with 

me,” Allison says to Bret the next evening when they are alone together.  

She follows this statement up by asking if he is willing to make this kind 

of a commitment to her.   

While Bret is initially taken aback and a bit angry because he wants to 

feel like he can still socialize with other women, he doesn’t want to lose 

Allison and what they have together. He begins to look at how it must feel 

from Allison’s perspective and begins to re-think the way he flirts with 

others and ignores her in the process. 

They come up with some ways they’d like to be together in public that 

support Allison and also give Bret a feeling that he can be social with other 

women. They make some agreements and try them out the next time they 

attend a party together.   
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62.“If I can demonstrate to your total 
satisfaction that I’m willing to change, are 
you also willing to commit to do what it takes 
to make those changes happen in our 
relationship?” 

These might be words you would choose to say to your partner after 

you’ve betrayed trust in some way, hurt him or her, or had a jealous 

“meltdown” (or some other type of “meltdown”).  

A heart-felt apology is important, but so too is making a commitment to 

do whatever it takes to rebuild trust and reconnect—and then following 

through on it. This statement also helps you invite your partner to join you 

in this commitment. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    Vicki and Alan seem to be at a crossroads in their relationship which has 

been burdened by jealousy and arguments that have occurred with 

increasing frequency lately.  When Alan found out that his wife Vicki was 

spying on him by monitoring his private e-mail account, he became 

enraged. He'd had enough!  

Vicki's jealousy has been only part of the problem, of course.  Alan 

enjoys staying out late partying with friends and doesn't communicate with 

her about his plans or when he'll come home.  Vicki doesn't enjoy spying, 

but she feels afraid of being made a fool if Alan is cheating on her. Neither 

of them is ready to leave this relationship, but they both are miserable. 

     After Alan has cooled off, he says to Vicki, “If I can demonstrate to your 

total satisfaction that I am willing to change, are you willing to commit to do 

what it takes to make those changes happen in our relationship?”   

     Vicki welcomes Alan stepping up with this invitation to change.  She 

suggests that they find a coach or counselor to get them started with these 

changes.  
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63.“We have an agreement and I'm willing to 
keep it. I'd appreciate it if we could 
__________.”  

     This phrase can help you handle a broken agreement or ask to make 

changes to one. This might be a way to acknowledge that you and your 

partner made an agreement and that you would like to find a way to keep 

that agreement in light of changes that have developed in your life.   

Instead of pretending that events in your life make your agreements 

with your partner null and void-- which could be interpreted as your 

relationship being less important to you-- you can maintain a sense of trust 

while being honest by talking about it.  Take responsibility for breaking the 

agreement, acknowledge the inconvenience or possible effects for your 

partner and then offer to make amends.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

  Greg tends to be a bit absent-minded-- especially when he's caught up 

with a project at work.  This often means that his long-time girlfriend Erin is 

left waiting alone at restaurants, concerts or even at home with a cold 

dinner.   

Erin has asked Greg to make agreements about being on time when 

they have a date. He knows that it hurts her feelings when he loses track of 

time and misses their date or is very late. While Greg did agree to call Erin if 

he's going to be late, he sometimes forgets to do that as well.  

Tonight is a special night for Erin and Greg because it is the anniversary 

of their first date which they’ve celebrated each year since they’ve been 

together.  When Greg receives a phone call from his panicked sister, he 

ends up late for his date with Erin-- as usual.  At the sound of the timer on 

his newly-purchased watch, Greg asks his sister if he can call her back in a 

few minutes.  

 Greg then calls Erin and says to her, “We have an agreement, and I'm 

willing to keep it. I'd appreciate it if we could change our dinner reservations 

to an hour later.”   He explains about his sister's phone call and lets Erin 

know that he will call the restaurant to make the change before returning 

his sister’s call.   
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While Erin is disappointed about the delay, she is happy that Greg is 

communicating with her and taking 

responsibility for his actions and the 

change.   

 

 
64.“What's most important to you about 
__________?”  

When you feel stuck in a relationship place where it seems that you and 

your partner will never see eye-to-eye on a particular issue, take a step 

back and get curious.   

Ask your mate what is most important, in his or her perspective, about 

the issue in question.  Be sure to listen to the response.  Attempting to 

understand another's point of view and priorities doesn’t mean that you are 

“giving in” or diminishing your own perspective and priorities.   

It does mean that you care enough about your partner to try to 

understand where he or she is coming from. In the process, you might also 

realize that your positions aren't as far apart as they initially seemed to be.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

     Cara and Ben get along very well in their marriage-- except when it 

comes to money.  They seem to take opposite approaches to finances.   

 

     Cara, for example, is a consummate saver and keeps close tabs on their 

accounts.  Ben, on the other hand, loves to live in the moment.  “You can't 

take it with you,” is Ben's mantra.   

 

     As a birthday gift to himself, Ben tells Cara he'd like to purchase his 

dream car.  He admits that the payments on this car will stretch their 

budget a bit but he believes it is a realistic stretch.  Cara is livid about Ben's 

plan and can't believe he's being so “selfish” and “extravagant.”   

     After a huge argument, Cara cools off and then comes to Ben and asks 

him, “What's most important to you about your upcoming birthday and your 

plan to purchase this car?”   

 

     After giving thought to her question, Ben is able to share with Cara why 

making such a large purchase to honor this particular birthday means so 

much to him.  She listens and realizes that the car symbolizes more to Ben 
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than she initially understood.  They talk about ways that both of them can 

feel comfortable with their next step in this decision. 

 

 

      

65.“What I love about __________.”  

    Saying “I love you” to your partner can be very powerful.  It can also 

become less meaningful if you use it unconsciously, without depth of feeling 

behind it. How often do you say “I love you” to your mate because it is 

expected and habitual or just your usual words at particular times in the 

day?  

     When you add specific words to the expression of love, however, you can 

really personalize your communication and engage more deeply with your 

mate.   

 

     This phrase gives you the opportunity to focus in on a particular aspect 

you love about your partner and/or your relationship. It also demonstrates 

to him or her that you took the time to connect in this way. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

Paul and Lydia had just finished a particularly grueling chore together.  

Their toilet was leaking and it turned out that they needed to install a new 

one. Neither of them had done such a job before and they didn't want to 

wait until a plumber was available.   

 

      Hours later, they were both tired and grimy from this unsavory project. 

There had been plenty of frustrating moments for both of them; but in the 

end, they succeeded in installing the new toilet and plumbing.  

Imagine Lydia's surprise when Paul turned to her, embraced her closely 

and said “What I love about you is that you're willing to work as a partner 

with me no matter what the job!”   

These words were not just obligatory thanks. Paul truly dipped into his 

gratitude and loving appreciation for his mate. Lydia felt touched and a 

spark kindled inside her.  She kissed him deeply in response. 
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66.“What would you like from me in this 
situation?”   

One of the most difficult things in a relationship is watching your partner 

struggle with life when events are different from what he or she wants.  It 

might be that your mate is triggered in particular circumstances and you can 

predict that he or she will become upset or shut down emotionally.  

Or it could be a surprise to you when your mate is obviously getting 

uptight, tense or “losing it” about whatever is going on.   

When this happens, you have choices.  You can judge or criticize your 

partner for having the reaction that he or she is having. This will probably 

not help either of you!   

 

     You can also offer support and you can use this question to “get curious” 

instead of judge or criticize your partner. Both you and your partner are 

likely to benefit when you offer support and openness.  This magic word 

question gives you more information as you decide your own response. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

    Sandi really dislikes the weekends when her husband Cal's kids from his 

first marriage visit them.  She loves and enjoys the company of his kids, but 

she can't stand to watch the dynamics between her husband and his 

children.   

     It seems that one of Cal's sons in particular can never do anything right 

in Cal's opinion.  Sandi can hardly stand to be in the same room with them 

when Cal begins to rip into his son about his grades, behavior or 

performance on the baseball field.   

     The day before Cal's kids are scheduled to arrive for a weekend visit, 

Sandi asks Cal how she can better support him and his kids.  “When 

tensions arise between you and your son, what would you like from me in 

this situation?”  
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     Cal thinks for a few moments about this and then acknowledges to Sandi 

that he does not want to spend the short amount of time with his son in 

conflict.  He asks Sandi if she would be willing to give him a signal when she 

feels he is being critical of his son.   

 

     When he sees Sandi's signal, he promises himself (and her) that he will 

take a deep breath and decide if he wants 

to continue saying what he's in the middle 

of saying—or maybe change the way he is 

saying it. 

 

 
67.“What's your opinion about __________?”  

If there's a topic that seems to have driven a wedge between you and 

your partner, it can be helpful to both of you to try this magic words 

question.  Rather than avoid the tricky issue, we suggest that you open up 

and try to understand where your mate is coming from.  

This question can help move you and your mate closer together as you 

show that you do care what he or she thinks and feels about a particular 

subject.  It also can give you a deeper understanding of the perspective 

your mate holds.  

This is a great question to ask your partner about any other topic where 

his or her opinion is important to you. It may even be a topic that your 

partner has kept quiet about up until now. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

      Jackie is really struggling with what to do about her parents.  It is 

increasingly evident that they cannot care for their home anymore yet they 

don't want to move.  Jackie is stressed out and exhausted from driving back 

and forth between her own home and theirs, which is over an hour away.   

      Lately, Samuel, Jackie's husband, has remained silent about this whole 

situation. A year ago, when he did suggest to Jackie that her parents would 

have to move to an assisted living facility whether they wanted to or not, 

she silenced him with the reminder that it is her and her parents' decision to 

make, not his.  

     Jackie is aware that she shut down Samuel when he tried to offer advice 

at that time.  She regrets her harsh words and now wants to feel supported 

as she helps her parents make a decision and transition.   
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     Jackie asks Samuel, “What's your opinion about my parents' situation 

now?”  Samuel is gentler with Jackie than he was before in his response.  

But he is also honest and shares with her not only his opinion, but also his 

trust that she will do her best for her parents.  

 

 

 

   

 

68.“What could I do to __________?” 

If you sense that your partner needs some extra care and attention but 

you are at a loss about what exactly he or she needs, just ask!  

You might use one of these variations of the phrase above to learn how 

you can better support your partner: 

     “What can I do to make things easier for you?” 

     “What can I do to help you feel more loved right now?”  

     “What can I do to help you feel more appreciated?”  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

      Grant can tell that his girlfriend Sheri is upset about something.  When 

they met for dinner a week ago, she made a few vague comments about 

how difficult it is for her to please everybody and how she's working so hard.  

Sheri has been giving Grant the cold shoulder ever since her initial 

comments.   

      Not knowing whether Sheri is upset with him or is just transferring her 

anger about something else onto him, Grant decides to use magic words to 

try to turn the situation around.   

 

     He asks Sheri, “What could I do to make things easier for you?”  At this 

extension of his care and love, Sheri's eyes well up with tears and she then 

opens up to Grant about exactly what's causing her pain and stress.   

 

     Sheri is able to identify some specific actions that Grant could choose to 

take to help her feel supported.   
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69.“How did you feel when __________?” 

     Becoming interested and inquisitive about your partner (and yourself) is 

a wonderful way to connect and stay connected-- even when you're dealing 

with difficult situations.   

 

     When you inquire how your mate feels about a specific issue or set of 

circumstances, you can stop guessing or making up stories in your own 

mind about what's true for your loved one.   

 

    Instead, you can more clearly know the thoughts and feelings that are 

present within your partner and you can share your own emotions with him 

or her as well.   
 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

Amanda worries that she hurt her partner Adam's pride.   She has been 

dealing with some old wounds and depression lately and has not felt the 

same drive to make love with him that she has in the past.   

 

      While Amanda knows that this is about her issues and has nothing to do 

with Adam, she fears that he will take personally her saying “no” so often to 

making love. She is afraid that Adam will become so frustrated and hurt that 

he will eventually leave their relationship which she absolutely does not 

want.  

The next time they are together, Amanda asks Adam, “How did you feel 

when I said “no” to making love with you last night?”  She listens to his 

response and then she opens up and shares with him the internal struggles 

she's dealing with.   
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This is certainly not an easy conversation for either of them, but they 

both end up feeling better about their relationship and more able to stay 

connected.   
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70.“One of the reasons __________.”  

 Getting specific can make a huge difference when communicating.  It 

doesn't matter whether you are trying to talk with your mate about a painful 

or difficult issue or if you just want to express the depth of your feelings for 

him or her at the moment.   

Being detailed and offering an example can be a very useful too.  

Perhaps you would like to change a relationship habit that you notice the 

two of you have fallen into.  You might use these magic words to illustrate 

why this change is important to you.   

This phrase offers specific information to your partner for why you feel 

the way you feel or why you are prioritizing a particular choice over another.   

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

Keith gets easily frustrated when he tries to express his opinions to his 

wife Andrea.  From his perspective, she never seems to get what he's trying 

to say.  Instead, Keith feels like Andrea takes his words and puts her own 

“spin” on them.   

This perception has caused Keith a lot of irritation and even resentment.  

Keith is aware of the way this dynamic has created distance between Andrea 

and him.  He doesn't want distance to grow and drive them further apart.  

So the next time Keith is trying to explain himself, he decides to 

communicate differently.  

As Keith and Andrea are talking about whether or not to travel across 

country this summer to visit his family, Keith gets specific.  Instead of 

merely saying “I do not want to make the trip this year,” Keith says “One of 

the reasons why I do not want to make the trip to visit my family this year 

is because I would like to go to the beach instead.”   

He might follow up this statement by asking Andrea if she is interested 

in planning a different vacation than the trip to see his family which is their 

usual plan.   

This manner of communicating offers Andrea more information than she 

usually receives from Keith.  She can now respond based on clearer 

information about what is driving Keith's decision rather than assumptions 

she might jump to with a more vague statement. 
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71.“What if __________?”   

     How many times have you been in a situation in which you seemed to 

have no choices?  It might have appeared that there was only one option 

before you and that “reality” made you feel constricted and perhaps even 

helpless.  

     It could also be that in such a situation, another person came along-- or 

something happened-- and as a result of the words or event, you were able 

to see that there were actually more possibilities than you'd previously 

realized.   

     This realization can seem almost magical!  

     When you and your partner feel stuck in a conflict, challenge or situation 

that seems to be lacking in choices, remember this phrase.  You can be the 

one in your relationship to open the door to new opportunities and unseen 

possibilities as you ask “What if____?” 

     The words, “What if____” really are possibility-expanding. We love how 

just saying something like—“What if there was a different way to do this?”—

can change everything about a situation for the better. 

       

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

It seems to Shawna that her ex-husband has used their two children as 

a tool to manipulate or hurt her.  This has happened at birthdays and 

holidays in the past when she'd made special plans and her ex seemed to 

ruin it all.  

Now that Shawna is re-marrying, she is faced with another case of her 

ex-husband's meddling.  Shawna really wants her children to be a part of 

the wedding. The trouble is that her ex will not allow them to be.   

She doesn’t want her ex to “win,” so she is determined that her kids will 

be part of the wedding.  Shawna feels that taking her ex to court is the only 

route to getting her way--though she doesn't like the idea of the time and 

financial cost involved.  

Shawna's fiance Ric asks her, “What if you and I ask your ex to sit down 

together and talk about how to work this out?”  At first, Shawna balks at the 
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idea, but then she realizes that after years of feeling hurt by her ex, she 

didn't even consider it.  

Shawna and Ric do sit down with Shawna's ex and, after Ric makes it 

clear that he's not intending to take over as the kids' father, Shawna's ex 

agrees to allow the children to be in the wedding.  
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72.“I recognize how __________.” 
 
       Just about everybody appreciates their efforts and improvements being 

acknowledged—especially when you’re trying to make some changes in your 

life and relationship. If you or your mate is trying to change a disconnecting 

relationship habit, recognizing steps toward that goal can support even more 

change.  

Get into the habit of taking the time to notice when either you or your 

partner responds differently than usual.   Compliment your mate on those 

improvements and be sure to also acknowledge your own strides toward the 

changes you are aiming for.  

 

     Even when you are asking your partner to make a change, verbally 

recognize that he or she is doing the best at this time.  When you 

acknowledge what your mate IS doing that you appreciate, it can make it 

easier for him or her to hear and consider the changes you are suggesting.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

       

    Cindy really wants her husband Pat to be nicer around her family.  When 

it comes to family get-togethers, Pat always seems to be sullen, angry and 

lets her down.  Cindy tries to excuse Pat’s behavior by just saying to herself 

that he doesn’t mean anything by his behavior, but it's difficult and 

embarrassing.  

     Whenever Cindy tries to talk with Pat about this, he usually closes down 

and gets defensive. He often tells her, “This is how I am.”  Cindy is 

searching for another way to communicate to Pat how hurt she feels when 

they are at family gatherings and he acts that way.  

     One evening, she says to him “I recognize how you are considerate and 

kind in a lot of ways in our relationship.”  

     Cindy goes on to list some specific examples of times that Pat has come 

through for her in other ways.  She then says, “I would like to know what it 

is about get-togethers with my family that seems to upset you.”        

     This new approach helps Pat to stay open and really listen to Cindy.  He 

shares with her that doesn’t feel accepted by her family and is 
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uncomfortable when he’s with the large group.  

 

     Together, Cindy and Pat come up with some specific ways for him to feel 

more comfortable when they are with her family and she also gives him the 

option of opting out if he really doesn’t feel like going. 
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73.“Are you open to __________?” 
 

Too many times in relationships we assume that our partner will 

respond in particular ways to certain situations.  These assumptions might 

be based on years and years of experience and even a deep knowing about 

the other person.   

When you ask your mate if he or she is open to something-- even if you 

might guess the answer-- you can literally open doors.  Not only do you 

pave the way for you and your partner to expand your relationship and lives 

together, you also learn more about your ever-changing mate in the first 

place.   

If you and your partner seem to be stuck in a stalemate about an issue, 

you might use this magic words question to get unstuck.  Getting more 

information about what your mate is open to at this point in his or her life 

can help you more easily find a resolution that you both will be happier 

about. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

Jerrod and Suzanne cannot seem to agree. No matter what they try, 

they always come back to the same sticking point in their discussion of 

whether to allow their 17 year old daughter to travel with a friend to a 

concert in a neighboring state.   

Jerrod thinks that Suzanne is naïve for being agreeable to their 

daughter's plan to make such a trip.  “Who knows what creeps will prey on 

her,” he declares!   

 

      Suzanne sees Jerrod as inflexible and too strict.  She feels like it's time 

to let their daughter experience more independence and Suzanne knows the 

friend with whom their daughter would be traveling as responsible and 

savvy.  

Ever since their children were babies, Jerrod and Suzanne have tended 

to argue about how best to parent them.  The labels of “too trusting” and 

“too strict” have been lobbed between them in more than one of these 

arguments.   
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With the concert fast approaching, Jerrod and Suzanne have to make a 

decision. They are both hoping that it will be one that brings them closer 

together as a couple rather than driving them further apart.  

Suzanne asks Jerrod, ”Are you open to our daughter's older cousin 

going with them on the trip?”  She reasons that this older cousin is well-

liked by their daughter, is in college so is closer in age to her and is also 

known to have a reasonable head on her shoulders.   

Jerrod considers this suggested compromise and he agrees.  They call 

their daughter into the room to see if she is also open to this idea.    
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74.“Would it be possible for us to find a time 
when we __________?” 

 It is sometimes a shock to realize that your mate is not on the same 

timetable as you are.  Perhaps you are upset by a comment he or she made 

and you want to talk about it. Or you want come action to happen—and you 

want it to happen now.  

 

       The usual response in situations like these might be to immediately 

approach your partner and expect him or her to be instantly ready to 

engage with you about this issue.   

 Troubles can arise when you realize that your partner is in the middle 

of another project or is distracted in some way—and won’t talk with you or 

give his or her full attention.   

 Troubles can also arise when one person jumps to a conclusion that the 

other person doesn't care or understand the importance of something simply 

because he or she is in the middle of another activity.   

To avoid further disconnection, slow yourself down and ask your mate 

to set up a time when you two can talk about or act upon what you have in 

mind.  

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

     Jim is certain that his wife Missy is just not as in love with him as she 

used to be.  It seems to Jim that their kids, her career and the organizations 

she belongs to are more of a priority to her than he (or their marriage) is.   

     This belief causes Jim to feel depressed and to withdraw from Missy.  It 

seems to him that they simply share the same house and parent the same 

children lately—they are not two people in a love relationship as they once 

were.   

     One day, however, Jim decides to reach out to Missy when she can give 

him her full attention and express his desires to be closer as a couple.   
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     He asks her, “Would it be possible for us to find a time when we can take 

a trip or even go out to dinner without the kids?”   

     Missy is actually really excited about this idea.  She tells Jim that she 

realizes her schedule has gotten out of control and she misses spending 

time with just him. The two of them set a date for later that week to go out 

to dinner and talk about a possible weekend getaway together. 
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75.“Here's something that would really make 
me happy __________.” 
 
     No matter how long you've been with your partner, there's always 

something new you can learn about him or her.  Preferences and moods 

change.  You probably know this about yourself, but be sure to remember it 

about your mate as well.  

 

     He or she may not know that you no longer want to exchange greeting 

cards on special occasions, for example.  Or it could be that you would really 

love a foot rub after a particularly hard day at work.  

 

     Don't make your partner guess at what would make you happy. Yes, 

surprises are fun. But being clear about what you desire and prefer and then 

giving and receiving what you want can make all the difference. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

     Tiffany and Bob have been working to rebuild trust in their relationship 

since Bob had an affair two years ago.  It's been a long and painful path for 

the couple, but they feel like they have come a long way.   

Although Tiffany and Bob have gradually been learning to trust each 

other again, the passion that they shared their first years together has not 

rekindled.  Now that they both are more trusting and secure about their 

relationship, they want to infuse more fun and spark.  

Tiffany says to Bob, “Here's something that would make me happy____” 

and she shows him a flier for an upcoming couple's massage class in their 

town.  Bob is delighted by Tiffany's idea.  He agrees that it would be a fun 

and sensual experience to learn how to give one another massages and then 

practice at home.  
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76.“I would like to __________. Would you 
be willing to __________?” 

 
      Speaking up about what you want in your relationship can be tricky if 

the issue has been linked to tension or strain for you and your partner in the 

past. Sometimes a simple request can turn into an argument or result in 
distance.   

      For this reason, it is not uncommon for one person in a relationship to 

just go along with what the other wants and stuff down what he or she 

would like instead.   

      It might be that you've developed a habit of not speaking your desires.  

Perhaps somewhere along the line, you were taught that what you want 

doesn't matter and is somehow inappropriate.  

      Of course, there are plenty of times when you might not care whether 

you and your mate eat at particular restaurant or watch a certain movie.  

But particularly if you have a habit of staying silent, pay attention to what 

you want and, no matter how difficult it seems, try making a request for it 

by using these magic words. 

You don't have to be demanding or inflexible.  In fact, when you 

express what you want, you will probably find your mate listening.  Your 

experiences together can be more varied and you can feel more empowered 

to make clear choices about your relationship and your life.   

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

       

     Sam has always been known as a laid back, easy-going kind of guy.  

This has served him well. He doesn't tend to put up a fight with what his 

girlfriend Chloe wants to do.  They always eat at the restaurants she 

suggests, they attend concerts of bands she likes, and they frequent parties 

of her choosing.   

 This all works out pretty well except that there are times when Sam is 

truly just going along to be agreeable.  When he really checks in with 
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himself, Sam realizes that a part of him is resentful at the amount of power 

he gives Chloe in their relationship.  

 This week, he decides to try something a bit different.  When Chloe 

tells him about a party at a friend's house she would like them to go to 

together, he doesn't just nod and say “cool.”  Instead, Sam says to Chloe, “I 

would like to stay home together this Friday night and go out next weekend. 

Would you be willing to do this instead?”   

 While Chloe is taken aback at Sam's unusual response, she asks him 

why he feels that way. He says that he’s tired from a busy week and just 

wants a quiet evening with her.  

She asks him if he'd like to just hang out at home or if he has any 

special plans in mind.  Then they talk together about what they might do.  

Sam feels a sense of relief and satisfaction as he looks forward to an 

evening alone with Chloe. 
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77.“Would you like to hear more about 
__________?” 

When you're trying to broach a difficult topic with your partner, you 

could use this question as an opener.  Rather than launching into why you 

think a particular change should happen in your relationship or the reasons 

why a certain action makes sense, try this gentler approach.  

When you lay out how you feel and what you see to be the best course 

of action-- if it pertains to a challenging issue for the two of you-- your 

partner might feel overwhelmed or overpowered by your energy. Even if it's 

not your intention to dictate what happens next in this area, it can come 

across that way. 

Instead, you could express to your mate that you'd like to talk about 

this subject and ask if he or she would like to hear more about it from you.  

If your mate says “yes,” you can proceed with what you want to share.  

If not, ask if there's another time you could arrange when he or she 

would be willing to listen to what you have to say.  Be sure to communicate 

that you want to hear his or her perspective on this as well.  

You can also use this question when you’re not sure your partner or the 

other person you’re talking with has all the information about a topic that 

would be helpful for him or her to know. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

Judy is going through a really tough time at work.  Her company has 

been purchased by another company and there’s a lot of uncertainty among 

her co-workers about their future. All of this uncertainty seems to have bred 

more tension and easily-flared tempers.  

Consequently, Judy often comes home to her husband Tom with stories 

of turmoil and upset—and she is starting to sound like a broken record. 
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Tom, who also has a stressful job, just wants to leave his job tensions 

at the office.  He can't understand why Judy has to come home and re-live 

her whole day-- and dump it on him!  

Tom has begun to zone out and tune out Judy's words in the evenings.  

He doesn't want to be impolite or insensitive, but it's the way he's chosen to 

deal with the whole situation. Judy perceives that Tom doesn't care about 

what she's going through at work and she's feeling more and more irritated 

with the half-hearted and disengaged responses he gives her.  

Finally Judy decides to ask Tom if he'd be willing to listen to her talk 

about her day at work. She says “Would you like to hear more about what 

happened at my meeting today?”  This question from Judy gives Tom the 

opportunity to speak up and admit to her that he's had a long and tense day 

as well.   

He tells her that he'd prefer they talk about other topics together when 

they first get home.  He clarifies that he is interested in her day, but what 

he wants most of all is to come home after work and relax and connect in 

with Judy-- not immediately hear about her difficulties at work.  

He tells her that he’d be glad to help her figure out how to handle 

certain work situations after they relax and connect but it’s really stressful 

for him to hear her pour out her frustrations every night as soon as he 

comes in the door. 

Judy agrees that her “complaining” every evening to him about work 

keeps stress going, but she needs a way to de-compress. 

Since Judy gets home from work before Tom, she agrees to take a fast 

walk first—with the intention of letting the stress from her day go. She also 

agrees to focus on connecting with Tom when they come together. If she 

needs some help or suggestions with a specific problem, she will ask him for 

help later that evening. Tom agrees to connect with Judy and really listen to 

her when she asks for help. 
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78.“Thanks for telling me about 
__________.” 

 When your partner has shared with you his or her feelings or some 

information, you can use this phrase to encourage connection and show 

your gratitude for his or her willingness to share.  It might have been 

something difficult to say or it could've just been something interesting, 

important or helpful for you to know. 

 Regardless of this, when you step back and realize the courage and 

strength it took for your mate to open up, you can probably find within 

yourself some appreciation.  Speaking that thanks and being specific in 

expressing your appreciation can help move the two of you closer together-- 

no matter what the situation.   

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

 Gerald is pretty sure that his wife Kate has a jealousy issue.  He's 

noticed the way she watches the women he talks to-- whether it be their 

server at a restaurant or an acquaintance he bumps into on the street.  Kate 

also tends to ask Gerald very detailed and careful questions when he's been 

away from her at work during the day or he’s been out-of-town for a 

business meeting.  

 This apparent jealousy Gerald senses in Kate makes him very 

uncomfortable and sad.  Gerald wonders what he's done to foster mistrust in 

his wife!   

 One afternoon, Kate asks Gerald if they can sit down and talk together.  

She shares with him that she feels eaten up inside with jealousy.  She 

imagines him cheating on her with another woman just about every day-- 

and especially when he has to go away on business trips.  Finally, Kate 

acknowledges how ashamed she feels of her jealousy.  Deep down inside, 
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she knows that he is a trustworthy man and doesn't deserve to be treated in 

this way.  

 “Thanks for telling me about your jealousy,” Gerald responds to Kate's 

admission.  He can tell how hard it was for her to talk with him about this. 

And Gerald can also appreciate the strength it took for Kate to be so open 

about her problem.  

 With jealousy out in the open, now Gerald can help support Kate as she 

takes steps to release it. He listens as she tells him the strategies she's read 

about that can help stop jealousy and he asks her what he can do to help 

the situation.  
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79.“Am I making this up or __________?”  

  The mind can play tricks on you-- as we all probably know.  The 

assumptions that you jump to can not only cause you to feel fearful and 

upset, they can also lead to disconnection and challenges in your 

relationship.  

   When you think that your partner is angry with you, for example, you 

might create an entire story about what you've done to provoke him or her.  

You may even treat your mate differently because of the assumptions 

you've made.   

   How your partner really feels and what he or she is actually thinking 

can only truly be known by asking.  Use this question to verify whether the 

story you've created in your mind holds any accuracy.   

  This way you can more easily avoid upset and disconnection. And if 

there are unresolved feelings to be addressed, you can face them together. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

 Melissa is positive that she's done something to make her boyfriend 

Greg angry.  All evening as they eat out together, Greg has seemed distant 

and distracted. When Melissa has tried to engage Greg in conversation, he's 

only given her one-word answers and then retreated back into himself.   

Greg's behavior is fueling Melissa's fears that he is unhappy in their 

relationship.  She wonders what she's done (or what she's failed to do) that 

has set him off and caused him to treat her so coldly.  

As Melissa's anxiety and irritation grow, she realizes she has to do 

something differently.  Melissa is aware that creating stories in her mind is 

not going to help this situation at all.   So after taking some time in the 

restaurant's bathroom to calm herself down and clear her mind, Melissa 

returns to their table.  

She asks Greg, “Am I making this up or are you angry or upset with 

me?”  Melissa's question seems to snap Greg out of his inward focus.  He 

looks at her-- for the first time that evening-- and then apologizes for his 

behavior.  

After sharing with Melissa that he had a really difficult day which 

included a run-in with his boss at work and a troubling phone call from his 

brother, Greg admits that he really just wanted to be alone to process all of 
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these challenges.   

 

      He didn't cancel their date because he didn't want to disappoint Melissa.  

Now he sees that he was upsetting her anyway. Melissa can now see that 

her assumptions were incorrect.  She can shift her attention to supporting 

Greg and helping him. 
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80.“I apologize for __________.” 

From the time you were a young child, you've probably been taught 

how important apologizing for your mistakes is. As adults, we sometimes 

forget these lessons from childhood-- even as we teach them to our own 

children.  

There is something powerful and even freeing about taking 

responsibility for your actions and then expressing your apology about any 

harm or discomfort your actions (or words) may have caused another.   

Don't get us wrong. We know that admitting that you made a mistake 

or caused another person hurt is not always easy to do.  And it does not 

help either you or your partner for you to take the sole responsibility for a 

situation if that is not accurate.  

We urge you to take responsibility for your share of what happened-- no 

more and no less.  Start out with what you know to be true and listen to 

your partner talk about how it felt from his or her perspective. Also, 

remember to be specific in your apology.    

Perhaps most important of all, do not apologize if you are only doing so 

because you feel like you “have to” or “should.”  Feel into yourself and 

speak your apology from the heart.  Remember, a heart-felt apology can be 

a step closer to forgiveness-- from yourself and from your mate. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

Ken knows that he made a colossal mistake.  Even as he logged in to 

his wife Ali's personal e-mail account, he could feel that this was not a good 

idea.  But he did it anyway. Ken's fears that Ali was having an affair with an 

old friend of hers from college seemed to drive him to spy in this way.  

When Ali discovered that Ken had checked her e-mail without her 

permission, she became very upset.  She told Ken that what she feels most 

hurt by is that he doesn't trust her and felt he had to spy on her.   

Ali told Ken that she would have gladly answered his questions and 

addressed his concerns about her communications with friends from her 

past. She affirmed to him that she has nothing to hide--however, Ken's 
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spying feels like a crossing of boundaries and she is really angry and hurt 

about it.  

Ken feels confused and sorry for what he did.  He says to Ali, “I 

apologize for breaking into your e-mail account and reading your e-mail 

without permission.”   

 

     He then asks her if she is willing to talk about ways they can rebuild 

trust and connection between them.  She agrees to have the conversation. 
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81.“Because our relationship is a priority to 
me, __________.” 

     In Stephen Covey’s book The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, his 

Habit 3 is to “Put First Things First.” We have found that this to be a key to 

living our lives the way we want. 

      Putting “first things first” means knowing what’s important to you and 

then consciously spending your time on those things and not allowing what 

you think you “should” do or other people’s values to dictate what you do 

with your time. 

     Don’t say this with the intention of guilt-tripping your mate. Instead, 

affirm your commitment to your relationship and offer this invitation to your 

mate to join you in creating more time together or whatever it is you want. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
 

When they first started dating, Ellen and Sean were fresh out of college 

and both working on building careers.  In fact, this is one thing that Ellen 

really appreciated about Sean is that he didn't expect her to put her career 

on hold once their relationship got serious.  

It's been 4 years since their first date and Ellen and Sean are still in the 

mode of career first with their relationship as a fun afterthought.  There is 

no question that they both are committed to being together and they even 

talk about getting married one day, but there just never seems to be time to 

take any further steps in that direction.   

     This arrangement and set of priorities has been agreeable to both Ellen 

and Sean up until now.  Lately, with both of their careers feeling more 

stable, they each are feeling like their relationship is missing something-- 

more passion and connection would be nice.  They just don't seem to know 

how to get there.   

 

     Sean asks Ellen to schedule him in for dinner one night and says to her, 

“Because our relationship is a priority to me, I'd like for us to create more 
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time together.”  This sparks a heartfelt conversation between the two of 

them in which they talk about possible ways to do this and what they both 

want at this stage of their relationship. 

 

     

 

 82. “I wanted to let you know __________.” 

Sometimes we get so caught up in our own inner thoughts and internal 

lives, we neglect to share with our partner what's going on for us.  And if it's 

something that’s contributing to tension and stress, it can easily spill over 

into the relationship.   

 

    Confusion, jumping to conclusions and hurt feelings can happen as a 

result.  

     You can prevent disconnection-- even in the most difficult times-- by 

getting into the habit of sharing what's going on within you with your mate.  

Perhaps you've stayed silent about a challenge you're facing because you 

don't want to “dump” on your partner.   

Just remember, if you have that fear, ask first.  There’s a difference 

between “dumping” on your partner and letting him or her know what’s 

going on for you. It gets to be “dumping” if you’re complaining over and 

over again about the same things.  

It’s not “dumping” if you have information about yourself that helps 

your partner avoid confusion and allows him or her to support you in the 

best possible way.   

This sentence-starter and what you’ll say after it is a great way to share 

your thoughts, feelings or even something you think your partner might 

want to know. 

You can use it as an aid to say something “heavy” or something you are 

withholding. It could also be used to simply convey information like—“I 

know you’re going to the grocery store tomorrow and I wanted to let you 

know that we’re out of milk so you could pick up some while you’re there.” 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 
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 “I wanted to let you know that I got a call from my estranged sister 

today,” Janet shares with her husband Mike.  Several years ago, Janet made 

a conscious decision to cut off communication with her sister.  This was a 

difficult decision to make, but Janet felt like it was necessary for the sake of 

her own sense of self-esteem and even personal safety.  

 At the time, Mike would become very angry about the way Janet's 

sister so poorly treated her.  He told Janet that he was prepared to 

physically harm her sister if she came near her and threatened her. This left 

Janet feeling caught in the middle.  She didn't want anyone to get hurt!  

After the call from her sister, Janet debated about whether or not to tell 

Mike about their conversation.  Communicating with her sister was a big 

deal to Janet because she’s still unsure whether she will reconcile with her 

sister or not.  

But Janet realizes that keeping Mike in the dark about all of this will not 

help them stay close and connected.  She tells him, “I wanted to let you 

know that my sister called me today and I accepted the call.”   

Janet shares with him about what she and her sister talked about.  She 

also lets him know that she has not yet decided whether to resume regular 

contact with her sister.  She asks him to just support her and not try to 

intervene unless she makes that request.   

Mike agrees to this and tells Janet that he is grateful she shared with 

him about the call and her feelings right now. 
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83.“How did I ever get so lucky to _______?” 

 When you've been with a person for a period of time, certain things 

tend to go unsaid.  You love one another and appreciate all that you each do 

to contribute to the relationship and family.   

Unfortunately, couples in a long-term relationship often want nothing 

more than to hear those unspoken words even if they are understood.   

Remember to tell your partner how much you appreciate him or her.  

Make sure that from time to time you express how excited you are to 

continue to be in a relationship together.   

 

     While you might assume this information to be already known (and it 

might be), there's nothing more spark-inducing than appreciation and 

celebrating what you've got going on in your relationship. 

 

An Example of these Magic Relationship 
Words in Action… 

 

Seemingly out of nowhere one evening, Paula looks over at her long-

time boyfriend Lou and says, “How did I get so lucky to find you?”  Lou 

flashes a smile and reaches for Paula's hand.   

Because they've been dealing with some stressful situations in their 

relationship lately, the timing of Paula's comment is wonderful.  Lou was laid 

off and he has been frustrated and depressed lately as he looks for a new 

job.   

 

     Paula knows how difficult this time has been for Lou.  But she also 

appreciates what a great partner he is for her.  She feels so blessed and 

happy to simply be in love with this man.   

     Lou can feel himself warm inside as he pulls Paula to him in a close 

embrace.  He knows that all will work out-- especially if they stay as 
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connected as they are now. 
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Bonus Chapter  

 
The Power Of Heart-Opening, Conversation-
Starting, Soul-Connecting Questions For 
Couples 

 

Of all the relationship questions we get, one of the most important ones 

is a collage of these…  

 

      “How can I make communication with my partner easier and less 

strained? How can I create conversations with my partner so that he or she 

wants to connect with me, ones that promote more openness and intimacy, 

trust and a feeling of connectedness, as well as those that lead to more 

passion and desire both in and out of the bedroom?”  

Our answer is… 

 

      If you want to feel true intimacy with someone, you have to be willing to 

engage in conversations that will allow you and that other person to be 

vulnerable and to create a true heart connection.  

 

      Questions like the ones that follow in this chapter, that are asked from a 

place of curiosity and a desire to connect at a heart and soul level with the 

person you’re communicating with, are the key to creating these heart-

openings that we’re talking about here. 

As you’ll soon see, we’ve left out the easy and more obvious ones like: 

“What is your favorite color?” “Where would you like to go on vacation next 

year?” or even “What’s your favorite sex position?”  Instead, we have given 

you some excellent questions that are not only thought-provoking, but will 

require a little more courage to ask and a little more vulnerability to answer.  

We’ll also add that here’s your chance to just listen and not throw your 

two-cents in or your experiences unless you are asked. Don’t argue with 

what your partner says—just listen. 

If you do, you’ll build trust and you might even deepen your connection. 

With that in mind, here are some of our favorite heart-opening, 

conversation-starting and soul-connecting questions for couples. Feel free to 

add your own…  
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“What’s the most exciting thing about ___________?” 

 

“If I gave you permission to ask me anything (and I agreed to 

answer honestly), what would you most like to ask me?” 

 

“What do you think the best thing about ______________ is?”  

 

“What’s most exciting to you about _______________?” 

 

“As you look back on your life up until this point, what do you have 

the most regret about?” (or what are you most proud of) 

 

“What do you most appreciate about ______________?” 

 

“What do you like better about being with me now compared to 

when we first got together?”  

 

“What do you care most about ________________?” 

 

“What is the single happiest moment in your life so far?”  

 

“If you had the opportunity to be face-to-face with God (or the 

Creator) and ask any one question that you could immediately get 

the answer to, what would that question be?”   

 

“What do you love most about _________________?” 

 

“What is the biggest fear or obstacle you think you’ve overcome in 

your life so far?”  

 

“What’s the most special thing that _______________?” 

 

“If you could have (name the situation) be any way you  

would like, how would that be?” 

 

“If you could change one thing about (name the thing or situation), 

what would that one change be?” 

 

“Of all the skills and talents you think you DON’T have, which one 

would you most like to have and why?”  

 

“What does the word ‘love’ mean to you?” 

 

“What is the most difficult thing you’ve ever had to say to someone 

and why?”  

 

“When you get to the end of your life, what would need to have 
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happened for you to call your life a total success?”   

 

 
In Closing… 

      We both want to appreciate you for being open to “magic” and another 

way of communicating and being with those you love.  

 

      If you have goals and desires, in your relationships or in other parts of 

your life that just don't seem to be moving forward, Breakthrough 

Relationship Coaching sessions with us can help.  

 

     It would be our privilege to work with you further (individually or as a 

couple) and support you in creating what you want in your life.  

     Call or email us if you have any questions. 

 

Much love to you, 

 

Susie and Otto 

614-459-8121 

info@collinspartners.com 
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Susie and Otto Collins’ Books and Courses 

 

Stop Talking on Eggshells 
You’ll learn how to talk with your partner (or anyone) 

without fear in this step by step guide for communicating, 

connecting and getting the love you want. When you apply 

this information, you'll feel more understood, loved and 

more connected than you ever thought possible.  

 

https://susieandotto.com/stop-talking-on-eggshells/ 

 
Relationship Trust Turnaround 
If trust is an issue for you or your partner, here's how to 

rebuild trust in your relationship or marriage, even after an 

affair or infidelity. 

 

This complete package of information has been carefully 

chosen to give you all the information and help you're going 

to need to start turning trust around and rebuilding your 

relationship right away. 

https://susieandotto.com/relationship-trust-turnaround/ 

 

 
No More Jealousy  
This course is for anyone who wants to overcome and 

eliminate jealousy from their relationships and their lives.  

 

http://www.NoMoreJealousy.com 
 

 

500 Communication Tips & Secrets  

If communication is frustrating with your spouse or partner 

and you find yourself repeatedly arguing over the same 

issues, here are 500 tips and shortcuts to make 

communicating easier and more open so that you can 

finally feel loved, appreciated and understood.  

http://www.500Communicationtips.com 
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Should You Stay or Should You Go?  
Should You Stay or Should You Go? is a book filled with 

compelling questions and insights to help you make that 

difficult relationship decision.  

 

https://susieandotto.com/stay-or-go/ 
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